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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters published do not necessarily express the policy of The American Legion. Keep letters short. Name and address must be furnished. Expressions of opinion and requests for personal service are appreciated, but they cannot be acknowledged or answered, due to lack of magazine staff for these purposes. Requests for personal services which may be legitimately asked of The American Legion, should be made to your Post Service Officer or your state (Department of) Legion, 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.

THE DRUG PROBLEM

SIR: I am not a veteran or a Legion member, but I read every issue of the Legion magazine. I would like to comment on your February article, "The Many Faces of the Drug Problem." I showed this article to a few of my friends and it changed their minds very much about drugs. And I would like to thank the authors for such a fine bit of information.

PHIL MORRIS
East Liverpool, Ohio

THE WAR ON INFLATION

SIR: I wish to commend you for your excellent article, "Some A.B.C.'s of the President's War on Inflation" (January). This is the best and most informative article I've read on the subject, the reason being that the authors are simply telling it like it is in plain, down-to-earth language. I hope one of these days the American public will be self-governed enough so as to do away with governmental control on prices and wages. It will make this country just that much better to live and work in.

TSGT ROBERT L. SCHOLLER, USAF
Cahokia, Ill.

AMERICA'S FREIGHT RAILROADS

SIR: As a long-time employee and officer of one of America's largest railroads, I would like to congratulate you on your excellent cover story, "The Terrible Condition of America's Freight Railroads" (December). Writer Harvey Ardnan wrote a factual story and the accompanying cartoons were very good.

R. D. HOSKINSON
Sterling, Ill.

AUTHOR SEEKS INFO ON MURMANSK RUN

SIR: For research for a forthcoming book, I would like to hear from any of the gun crew who made the run to Murmansk on the Lawrence J. Brengle in 1945. A picture of the shamrock on the stack on Chief Ensign Frey's gun in the forward gun tub could be useful, also.

PAUL J. CUGGER
2311 Mound Ave.
Panama City, Fla. 32401

CONQUERED DISEASES?

SIR: Harvey Ardnan, author of your January article, "A New Foothold for 'Conquered' Diseases," did his research well and thoroughly. Far too many of us think of these diseases as being "conquered," and I hope Mr. Ardnan's disheartening statistics have a definite effect.

LINDA G. RAMOS
Fresno, Calif.

A FURTHER WORD ON NON-MEMBER SUBSCRIPTION RATES

In our February issue, we pointed out that Posts and Auxiliary Units can give non-member subscriptions to this magazine at a special price of $1 for 12 issues. As the usual non-member subscription rate is $2, our notice caused a little confusion. The $1 subscription fee must come through Posts or Auxiliary Units. For individuals subscribing on their own, the fee remains at $2.

GENERAL AMNESTY FOR DRAFT EVADERS?

The question of granting some form of blanket amnesty to draft evaders is before us again. Sen. Robert Taft, Jr., of Ohio, has a bill up to allow draft evaders to endure three years of service in a federal agency in exchange for amnesty—and there are various other proposals to enact blanket amnesty.

On our Pro and Con pages in this issue, Senator Taft makes his case for his amnesty bill, while Sen. Richard Schweiker, of Pennsylvania, opposes any amnesty by Act of Congress. Since we offer the opposing views of Congressmen in our Pro and Con dept without adding any views of our own on those pages, readers may wonder if the Legion has a position on the subject.

The Legion is opposed to any blanket amnesty, and said so in Res. 207 of its 1971 convention. The resolution was a consolidation of three resolutions from Nebraska, New York and Oklahoma. The Legion resolution agrees with the case stated by Senator Schweiker. In addition, even our basic principles of equal justice under the law are involved, quite apart from the issues of the Vietnam war era.

We already have machinery for dispensing justice—and for all its faults it's a better system than one of offering the same sentence to every suspect without a hearing. The courts have the machinery to judge each case on its merits. The President has executive clemency power and can commute it according to the merits of each case. A blanket amnesty law will ignore the merits of each case, though accused draft evaders range from the innocent to the arch criminal.

After WW2, President Truman named a three-man Amnesty Board headed by Supreme Court Associate Justice Owen Roberts. The late Sen. Willis Smith (N.C.), then president of the American Bar Ass'n, also served. The only surviving member is James F. O'Neill, now publisher of this magazine.

The Roberts board tried to treat all 15,805 WW2 draft evaders the same, as all proposals for blanket amnesty do. It finally threw up its hands at the injustice of any such operation. It found sinners of all degrees, as well as innocent men, among the WW2 draft evaders. In the end, with the aid of the Justice Dep't staff, it reviewed each case. That wasn't the easy way out, but the Roberts board shouldered the huge job of review rather than accept the onus of dispensing justice by the shovelful.

Some of the news media and some politicians have created an illusion that every Vietnam draft dodger was acting on high principle out of deep-seated convictions against war. In WW2, 4,304 were Jehovah's Witnesses, who could at least say that they acted out of religious training. But when all cases were judged individually, nearly half were found to have been men wanted for murder, robbery, desertion of their families, etc. On the other hand, others were found to have been legally entitled to military service, but their draft boards made errors, or they fell afoul of the law through ignorance or illiteracy. Truman gave a complete pardon to 1,523 and a conditional one to 1,518, while more than 12,000 did not merit such treatment.

If the Vietnam draft evaders are all prosecuted, courts will be able to judge each case on its merits. They will again find a mixture of victims of error, deliberate conspirators and professional criminals. The President could then have them screened and consider fair recommendations for clemency or not in each case.

But an Act of Congress to provide an across-the-board three-year stint of government service in exchange for amnesty would offer that penance to some for whom it is too heavy a penalty and for others for whom it is too small a punishment. The worst offenders will get the best break and the least offenders the worst. This is hardly equal justice under the law. At least ten Presidents, from Washington to Truman, have handled the amnesty question under existing machinery. A law that decides all cases without hearing them is neither better nor necessary.
This booklet could get you and your son to the All-Star game.

"The third annual Official Major League Baseball Pitch, Hit and Throw Competition. Sponsored by Phillips 66. What is it? It's the chance of a lifetime for your son to improve his baseball skills, and possibly be one of eight finalists to compete at the 1972 All-Star game.
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"So sign your son up at a participating Phillips 66 station or authorized location, get the free Tips Booklet, and I might see you both at the All-Star game."

At Phillips 66, it's performance that counts.
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How To Help Vietnam Vets For 24¢

By NATIONAL COMMANDER

I have an urgent message this month for all Legionnaires. It requires each of them to write three letters.

The letters (and it will take a lot of them) are needed to help secure passage of the improvements in GI educational benefits for Vietnam veterans that the Legion and Vietnam vets are seeking.

The need is urgent. Probably more than 30% of Vietnam vets who'd like to start schooling next fall won't be able to make it without the improvements in their GI Bill we are seeking. They cannot wait indefinitely.

The need for the improvements we seek is beyond argument. Presently, about 39% of Vietnam veterans do not even apply for schooling under their GI Bill. Some have called this a sad reflection on their ambition and their willingness to help themselves. But a Harris poll indicates that more than half of those who don't apply—and possibly as many as 83% of them—cannot go to school at all under the present benefits.

This is entirely believable. The present benefits are inadequate, in themselves, to see anyone through a school year. They are a great assist to those who can get into a free-tuition school, get help from their parents, readily earn extra money, get grants or scholarships from other sources, or who have substantial savings to fall back on. But the low level of the GI benefits discriminates especially against the ambitious veteran who has so few assets or privileges that he must rely chiefly on his GI aid. It is so meager that it simply freezes him out entirely, and he doesn't hesitate to say so. In some states with little free tuition, the percentage of Viet vets in school is only half what it is in states with ample free tuition, an alarming reflection on the adequacy of the GI Bill benefits.

Organized Vietnam vets in and out of school have implored the Legion and me, personally, to help them get the improvements we seek. They have sought the Legion's advice on how best to make their own weight felt. They now have some 400 local units, and many of them have joined our ranks. They want our 16,000 Posts and 2.7 million members to make their weight felt, too. In resolution 342 of our 1971 convention we pledged that we would.

I am asking every Legion member—as an individual—and every Legion Post, County and District—as an organization—to go out of their way to ask their Representative and Senators in Washington to see that the Vietnam vets get the improvements we seek.

Many Congressmen favor our proposal, and our friends on this issue need mail from back home to support them quite as much as do those who won't be persuaded unless voters in their districts persuade them. The subject is the Legion's direct concern, and the less that lawmakers hear from Legionnaires the more they are apt to think that we don't care very much. Thus silence from any Legionnaire weakens the chances of better educational benefits.

We have asked for three things:

1. To give modern vets three fourths of their actual costs for tuition, books and other fees to a limit of $1,000.
2. To provide government-guaranteed educational assistance loans, and (3) to give direct government loans to veterans who can't get reasonable commercial loans even if they are guaranteed.

Presently, Vietnam vets get no separate GI tuition, fee or book costs. (The WW2 GI Bill provided all three.) Those in college now get a monthly allowance of $175 for a single veteran (more for one with dependents). Since one has to scrimp simply to live on that amount these days, it's pretty clear why Vietnam vets who have to rely chiefly on the GI aid can't go to school at all.

It is almost certain that Congress will increase their allowance, but the proposal with the strongest backing at present would add, for instance, $25 a month to the single veteran's allowance.

This is far short of what we and the Vietnam vets think will solve the problem, since the veteran without other substantial help will still be frozen out.

I am asking every Legionnaire to write his Representative and two Senators to:

"... support the separate payment of tuition, fees and books for veterans—and government-backed veterans' educational loans—in addition to the present monthly subsistence."

I hope that every Legionnaire who believes in "devotion to mutual helpfulness" will take this opportunity to give a little mutual helpfulness to the Vietnam guys by dropping such a note to each of his Senators and his Representative immediately. If you put it off, some less adequate bill might be passed in the meantime. Postage on three such letters is 24¢. You might buy a better future for tens of thousands of Vietnam vets, and get change from a quarter.
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Can Cancer be Licked?

We've just bet $1.6 billion that it can.

By HARVEY ARDMAN

On Dec. 23, 1971, President Richard M. Nixon signed a bill to the tune of over a billion dollars, and also to the tune of great, suppressed excitement in scientific and political circles. The name of the bill is the Cancer Act of 1971. It authorizes $1.6 billion of federal funds to be spent attacking cancer over the three years 1972, 1973 and 1974. This is far and away the greatest amount of money ever tossed into the cancer fight with one sweep of the pen. It turned the long, and often depressing, war against cancer into a crash program. And those who had the most to do with its passage talk presently about being willing, after the three years are up, to pour as much as another billion a year into it, if need be by then.

Of course, there were political overtones in the writing and enacting of the law. (Who in politics wants $1.6 billion to go to a good cause without having a finger in the pie?) But this crash program is no politico-scientific boondoggle. The size of the bill truly reflects subdued excitement. The end of the cancer trail may be in sight, and the evidence of that—whether it pans out or not—justifies the effort.

While the Cancer Act will see its money spent on many fronts, it was passed—and made so big—because the boys with the microscopes and test tubes think they are hot on the trail of cancer in one particular elusive area, at last.

The most exciting recent discoveries are on the virus front. In fact, you can bet your boots that the Cancer Act might not have passed—and certainly not $1.6 billion of it—if it weren't for a parade of discoveries about the role of viruses in cancer that have pyramided in recent years.

One of the new discoveries regarding the role of viruses in cancer depends, in turn, on work in a different field which has only come into its own in the last decade or so—the "DNA revolution," a new understanding of how living cells develop. This had nothing, directly, to do with cancer viruses until "DNA" and virus study merged to climax the motivation for a crash federal program against cancer, now.

When they merged, earlier discoveries that were just for "science bugs" suddenly became of great interest to everyone.

From now on you are hardly going to be "with it" if you don't dig the basics of DNA. You might not even be able to hold up your end of the talk at a cocktail party. DNA has emerged as one of the great directors of life itself.

"DNA" is the short form of the long
name of that chemical, found in every living cell, which contains the genes. The chemical is a nucleic acid, if you please. The genes are those tiny bits of substances (each gene is only a small part of a DNA molecule) which control heredity, direct that your eyes will be made of eye cells, your lungs of lung cells, etc., and that you will be different in detail from your neighbor. They tell each cell just how to grow and fit itself to its job, and how to make new cells just like their parents.

We knew there were genes, and could say in general what they would do, long since. But we had little grasp of what they were, how they were structured, or how they managed their job until the “DNA revolution.”

This really burgeoned only in recent years, when the work of hundreds of scientists came together to provide a model of the DNA molecule. Now, this model seems to be a map of life the way a globe is a map of the world. With the model in hand, researchers by the hundreds got busy investigating various characteristics of the DNA molecule, producing a series of fresh insights. Now, few scientific magazines come out without reports of fresh discoveries about DNA. Basically, the importance of DNA research to man lies in our new comprehension of the structure and workings of its molecule.

DNA's molecule is a huge one, a complex combination of atoms strung out in two strands which twine around each other keeping a respectful distance apart. Together they are called a “double helix” because of their shape. In plain language, a helix is a spiral.

The strands are connected at intervals by smaller crosswise strands, so that the whole molecule resembles a twisted rope ladder. It's so long that it is usually coiled up—with millions of identical molecules—to fit inside its cell. And this brings us to the meaning of this structure.

Each spiral strand is more like a chain than a rope, as it is made up of links of different substances that would have separate identities if they weren't all linked together to make one nucleic acid (DNA). These links are, in fact, the genes. One of the links which occurs here and there in the strands is hardly a stranger to anyone. It is sugar. Other links have fancier names, such as thymine and adenine.

Millions of different arrangements of these bits of sugar, thymine, adenine (and others we'll spare you) are possible along the strands, and any particular arrangement adds up to particular in-
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structions to the living cell regarding its shape, size, makeup and function.

Will a cell be a hair cell? Will it be blond, brunette or red? The answer is inherent in the DNA pattern. And when the cell divides, the new cell gets a set of DNA carrying instructions that tell it that the new cell, too, is perhaps a human red hair cell, and not a rabbit's kidney cell growing on a human red-head's scalp.

Scientists—who can now identify every atom in a DNA molecule—call any particular arrangement of links in a DNA molecule the "template" (or master pattern guide) for the cell. If you consider the cell to be a computer insofar as it directs itself, its countless DNA molecules are its programmers, and the instructions keyed in the DNA gene arrangement constitute the cell's program.

So could be forgiven if they didn't get excited when the DNA molecule was first accurately described during the 1950's. It was, to them, horribly complex and mostly academic. But scientists were highly excited and Nobel prizes for DNA work flew left and right. Insatiable curiosity was being satisfied—and more. The work was correctly viewed as a giant step in understanding the life process. It was the biggest leap since Abbé Gregor Mendel laid down the rules of heredity and guessed the existence of genes from his simple garden work of crossbreeding sweet peas, and astutely observing the results. One of the discoverers, James Watson, wrote a personal book about the work, "The Double Helix."

Just one of thousands of possible future results of the earliest DNA work was immediately recognized by any who said, in effect: "If anything leads us to understand cancer, this may be it, for cancer is cell growth and one's DNA controls his cell growth."

The funny thing is that while this is most certainly true in general, it is wrong in one sense. Work on viruses came together with work on DNA to demonstrate the error and make it the most revealing thing yet about cancer. So now we must shift our glance to a bit of virus-cancer research as it plowed along on wholly different lines for a long time.

Once, hardly anybody would believe that cancer could be related in any way to either viruses or bacteria. It just wasn't an infectious disease. Then a few examples cropped up of viruses that were present in some cancers of experimental animals. As more were discovered, one had to admit that maybe some viruses had something to do with some cancers in some animals. Possibly they predisposed the animal to cancer that was caused by something else. There was no clear indication of direct cause.

At age 87, a scientist named Peyton Rous got a Nobel prize in 1966 for work he'd begun in 1910 suggesting that some chicken cancers were somehow infectious. In 1910, it didn't seem as convincing as it did in 1966.

But more and more viruses were found in cancers in all kinds of creatures—frogs, mice, guinea pigs, chickens, rabbits, cats, dogs and monkeys. Then experiments began to produce cancer in healthy animals if they were injected with viruses from a cancerous animal. No such test was performed on humans, because it is taboo to try to give people cancer experimentally. But a direct virus cause of cancer was being more strongly suggested all the time. This was highly confusing on many counts, two of which are:

1. A lot of other things seem to cause various cancers, such as a host of chemical irritants, including tobacco and many other inhaled compounds, as well as many substances if eaten. Even prolonged physical irritation—caused by rubbing or heat—might induce some kinds of cancer. These and other recognized cancer inducers are hardly viruses.

2. The viruses that cause common diseases—such as colds, flu, polio, chicken pox, smallpox, measles and mumps—destroy cells, they don't make them grow. If viruses cause cancer, in which the cells grow out of control, an entirely different process awaited to be explained.

All kinds of theories could be devised to fit all these facts together, but without supporting evidence they'd only be theories.

One theory, which may still turn out to be true, is that viruses do indeed cause cancer, or many cancers at least—forgetting how for the moment. We may be exposed to them all the time, but our bodies may defend themselves against cancer viruses just as they fight back against the usual virus diseases with antibodies—which is the defense we stimulate artificially when we vaccinate.

In short, says this theory, immunity against cancer is possible and usual, and we only get cancer when our immunity machine breaks down. Perhaps what the known cancer-causing irritants do is merely to break immunity down, if only in a few cells, to give the viruses an opening.

This is an exciting theory. It opens the door to the possibility of vaccinations against various forms of cancer someday, or injections of serum to cure it—ringing in the field of immunology as a possible last blow at cancer as it has been against polio, smallpox, etc. If so, it will probably involve some new concept of vaccination.

As research grew, a theory that would have to give viruses a bigger and bigger role seemed mandatory. Researchers in the United States and India have found high concentrations of virus-like particles in the milk of women whose families are prone to breast cancer. These particles are indistinguishable from viruses known to cause cancer in animals. Their presence might mean a heredity weakness in immunity against viruses which other women resist.

"Every day we may develop some cancer cells, and every day we may reject them," says Dr. Robert A. Good, of the University of Minnesota. Or we may be invaded by cancer viruses every day which never get a foothold at all, thanks to natural defenses. Other scientists have come up with evidence to support such ideas. For instance, our bodies tend to reject transplants, as every newspaper reader knows. It's our immunity machinery against foreign substances that does the rejecting. So, when a transplant is made, a patient may be dosed with drugs that turn off his immune system, to help prevent rejection of the transplant. Dr. Thomas E. Starzl, of the University of Colorado at Denver, has found a higher than normal incidence of tumors developing in patients who have been so dosed in order to have transplants—a clear suggestion that normally our bodies successfully ward off cancer by defeating constant exposure to cancer viruses.

So far, scientists have noticed immune system responses of one sort or another (even though they fail in cancer victims) to breast cancer, skin cancer, bone cancer, malignant melanoma, neuroblastoma and acute leukemia. As a result, a number of studies are now under way to see how such a response could be used to...
defeat cancer. Several natural and artificial stimulants of the body's natural defenses are being used in these studies. "Partial success"—an old story in cancer research—has been had in some cases.

Only a few years ago, no substance was known that would attack cancer cells without hurting normal cells, too. Then immunologists found a chemical in the blood of guinea pigs and some of their South American cousins—as well as in our own intestinal bacteria—that would selectively destroy most cells of some forms of leukaemia and sarcoma—when isolated and injected in the bloodstream. This was an eye-opener, though application of this discovery to treat human cancers—if possible—needs more work. A few cells survive to sire a return of the malignancy.

It might have been that the virus-immunology trail could have left DNA out in left field as far as cancer is concerned. But instead, a discovery that seems to demonstrate how viruses can make cells grow aimlessly, instead of destroy them, suddenly brought DNA work and virus cancer work onto one track.

If there is natural immunity, our chances of doing anything to use such knowledge would depend on understanding how viruses cause cancer in the first place. It would be a great stroke of luck if we could develop an artificial immunity (as Jenner did with smallpox) without a pretty good idea of just what part of the virus' operation we were attacking.

Any such understanding was lacking until quite recently when two young scientists (Dr. Howard Temin at the University of Wisconsin and MIT researcher Dr. David Baltimore) simultaneously opened a door through which a great light shone. They were studying another nucleic acid which we haven't mentioned here yet, whose short name is RNA.

Now RNA is as necessary to cell development, in all its details, as DNA is. All kinds of ways have been devised to describe its basic operation without involving you in its chemical structure. You might say that if DNA is like the human programmer of a computer (the cell) then RNA is the tape he puts his instructions on. Scientists describe RNA in one of its roles as being DNA's "messenger." Or you could say that if DNA is the manager of the cell, RNA is the floor supervisor. At any rate, DNA runs the cell by impressing its pattern on single strands of RNA, and the RNA goes out to carry the orders throughout the cell.

Cancer-causing viruses are very largely made up of their own RNA, and it was this virus RNA that Temin and Baltimore were investigating. Of course, its business is not to make human cells, but to carry messages dear to viruses. What they discovered was that there was an error in the previous assumption that DNA always runs the show its own way in its own cell, and that RNA could only take orders from DNA.

The RNA of the virus, they discovered, could impose its pattern on the DNA of a cell it invaded. This was contrary to all previous theory and even to all logic that depended on what had been learned until then. In short, the virus RNA commits insubordination. It gives orders to the boss of an invaded cell instead of taking them from him. The messenger starts running the shop his way and even makes the boss alter his orders. The tape is programming the programmer. Put another way, what we have here is Vichy France in WWII, with French leaders (DNA) issuing German (virus RNA) orders.

The virus RNA doesn't give a hang for the usual instructions in the DNA of living cells. Its command, quite simply, is "Grow, multiply and don't listen to any messages to the contrary."

This discovery, which has now been authenticated by a number of other scientists, caused a furor among biochemists comparable to that among physicists when the first atom was smashed. But Temin and Baltimore didn't stop there.

They found that viruses associated with cancer apparently excrete an enzyme, and that without this enzyme the viruses' RNA is powerless to affect human or animal DNA. A British publisher called the enzyme "reverse transcriptase"—an apt name when you break it down. "Reverse" because it switches the usual DNA-RNA chain of command. "Transcript" because it allows virus RNA to put a transcription of its orders on the host cell's DNA. "Ase" because this ending designates an enzyme (as crossword puzzle fans know). But Temin thinks the name may oversimplify whatever it is that happens.

In the past year or so, three separate laboratories—at the University of Washington, Berkeley and the Salk Institute in La Jolla—have succeeded in showing in animals that reverse transcriptase

(Continued on page 40)
BECAUSE OVER 55,000 young Americans have lost their lives serving their country in Southeast Asia, we should not grant unqualified amnesty to draft resisters who have evaded serving their country. But to leave them in jail or exile to sneak back into the country under threat of prosecution is not in the national interest. These young men, no matter how misguided or motivated, should not be permitted to avoid service to the American people.

In my judgment they can better serve America by working in our Veterans' hospitals or in our inner cities than remaining in exile or in jail.

S. 3011, which I have recently introduced, provides for qualified amnesty. It would permit the draft resisters to be released from prison or returned to the United States only if they agreed to serve their country for a period of three years at the minimum pay grade without other benefits. They could serve America as members of the Armed Forces or they could elect alternative service and work in VISTA, Veterans' Administration hospitals, Public Health Service hospitals, or other work designated by the Attorney General.

This bill would not apply to those who have deserted from the Armed Forces, since I believe that theirs is a problem to be dealt with through military justice.

There is a long tradition of amnesty in America. In 1795, George Washington gave amnesty to those who participated in the "Whiskey Rebellion." Presidents John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, Ulysses S. Grant, Calvin Coolidge and Harry Truman have all made amnesty proclamations. In 1945, for example, President Truman pardoned 1,523 men who had violated the Selective Service Act during World War 2.

The case for qualified amnesty becomes compelling when we consider that the courts changed the standards for conscientious objection during 1970. As a result of that change two brothers holding exactly the same objections to war could have been treated differently. The elder brother who became draft eligible prior to June 1970 might not have been eligible to be a conscientious objector and might have gone to Canada or to jail. His younger brother, holding exactly the same attitudes, could have lawfully served as a conscientious objector.

The National Conference of Catholic Bishops, the United Church of Christ, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations and the United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America are among many groups which have put forth amnesty proposals. While I do not agree with such total amnesty, I believe that America is strong enough, wise enough and charitable enough to give these young men a second chance and afford them an opportunity to effect their readmission to American life upon performance of the required service.

If you wish to let your Congressman or one of your Senators know how you feel on this
I am opposed to legislation by the Congress to grant amnesty to draft dodgers.

Since 1965, more than 2.5 million men have served our country in Vietnam. Undoubtedly many of these men did not wish to go. But they accepted their responsibilities. To grant amnesty to those who did not accept these responsibilities would be an injustice to the sacrifices made by those many who did, and their families.

More than 55,000 of these men lost their lives serving our nation in Vietnam. How can we answer to their memory, and to their surviving loved ones and friends, and explain their personal sacrifices if we retroactively exempt from the law those who refused service, and thereby violated existing law?

The war is winding down. But thousands of American troops still remain. How can we grant amnesty when the war is still going on, when thousands of young Americans are still risking their lives, and when additional young men are currently subject to the draft and to service this year in Vietnam?

Our system of representative democracy could not exist if we accepted selective obedience to our laws, or did not enforce all our laws. We enjoy many benefits of a free society, including the privileges of influencing public policy through public debate. But we must also bear the burdens of a free society by obeying our laws, paying our taxes and honoring all the collective restraints that enable each individual to be free. I fear the precedent for the future that Congress would set if we were to begin to permit individuals or groups to decide for themselves which laws they could obey, and which they could ignore or violate.

Traditionally, individuals who have felt obliged to make their views known by breaking the law in an act of “civil disobedience” have also been prepared to take full responsibility for their act. For whatever reasons they have felt compelled to knowingly break the law, they have also recognized the duty of the government to enforce that law, and have accepted the punitive consequences of such action. I think this principle should apply equally well here.

I feel certain that the vast majority of the American people are opposed to amnesty, and would not want their elected representatives to enact such laws.

Proponents of amnesty cite it as a “healing” step in a country emotionally divided over the Vietnam War. To the contrary, I fear that granting amnesty would prompt further divisiveness and resentment among the vast majority of our citizens, including those who accepted their responsibilities, and whose lives have been affected by it.

Richard S. Schweiker
A SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY FOR VETERANS
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The Olympic Games are with us again this year, and they'll probably be wonderful sports spectacles, right through to the last event. TV will bring them into our living rooms, and satellites in space will bring them live, as they happen.

But if the games are getting bigger and bigger and better and better, with more outstanding performances and more glorious competition perfectly executed, there's still room to shed a tear or two as well. The Olympics are not what they used to be and not what they were intended to be.

Today, many of the contestants are out and out professionals who compete in some cases against rank amateurs—proving nothing.

The Olympic champion Soviet hockey team, for example, is 100% professional, having played together for a living for years. Naturally it made mincemeat out of the handful of amateurs that we put together last summer. Their incredible second place in Japan makes the U.S. hockey team by all odds the world's top amateur outfit.

The amateur notions that the U.S. Olympic Committee clings to are, in many events, a way of feeding lambs to lions. In others they prove that some of our amateurs can beat pros from other lands. But head to head amateur contests the Olympics are not.

The Soviet hockey team should take on the Rangers or Black Hawks if it wants to prove it is better than its American counterpart.

The pure professionalism of the communist participants is so blatant that, as amateur sports, the Olympics are pure hypocrisy these days. Some western nations, too, have much laxer standards of "amateurism" than we require of our Olympic contestants.

The First Time America Went to the

We could still keep the magnificent splendor of the Olympics without the hypocrisy if we'd drop the amateur fare, entirely, and turn the Olympics into contests between each nation's best, whether amateur or pro. That's what the old Olympic speed-skating champion Irving Jaffee thinks we should do, if the International Olympic Committee remains unwilling to require all nations to conform to the same code.

There's no need here to document the professionalism of many, if not most, Olympic contestants. It is so open and
Olympics...1896

By LYNWOOD MARK RHODES

How a pick-up team went to Athens on their own, and then...

The Panathenaic Stadium in Athens, completely rebuilt on the ancient site for the 1896 games. Statues marking the turns were unearthed and reused after more than 1,500 years since the last previous games had been abolished by Roman Emperor Theodosius.

above board that the "amateur" line is only perpetuated under a legalistic farce which lets each nation make its own definition of amateurism. Through this farce, an American becomes ineligible if he accepts a penny for performing—or even keeps a gift tendered by admirers—while a Russian makes his living being an "amateur athlete," and a good living, too.

The present state of Olympic "amateurism" is almost an example of what good old French Baron De Coubertin was trying to get rid of back in the 1890's when he revived the Olympics from the pages of ancient Greek history. He wanted competition that allowed no trend toward professionalism even in the minds of the athletes. The winners, he felt, should be satisfied with their achievement, and the losers should be happy with the good sport, the friends made and the physical development that the effort gave them. He also thought the Olympics would help to do away with international rivalry, and make friends across borders. They do that for individuals, but for nations—hah!

If you really want to see the old Baron's idea at work, don't look at 1972. Instead, let's roll back the clock to 1896, and see the first modern Olympics through the eyes of the first American team to compete. If the performances weren't good enough to win in some high school contests today, the spirit that the old Baron sought was then in full bloom.

The United States had no Olympic committee in 1896 and no official Olympic team. Because of the depression just then coming to an end, there was precious little money to spend on either
even if the nation had wanted to. That didn't faze James B. Connolly, though.

"Do you suppose Harvard will be sending a team to the Olympic Games at Athens?" he shyly asked his coach in the autumn of 1895. After all, the young athlete from South Boston pointed out, as the trace of a blush spread across his cheeks, he had won the broad jump and placed second in the high jump at the last track meet—not a bad record for a freshman who had merely dabbled in athletics before coming to college. His modest self-confidence was unnecessary.

"Games at Athens?" the coach asked. "What games? What Athens?"

Harvard's coach wasn't the only one in the dark. So were most other Americans. Indeed, the press had taken almost no notice of the news from Paris when an international athletic congress of sportsmen and physical educationalists "rapturously applauded" a decision to revive the ancient games at Athens in April 1896—their first replay since Christian Emperor Theodosius of Rome abolished the contests in 394 A.D. as being a pagan spectacle.

Perhaps his ruling explained why the New York Athletic Association, which boasted a large percentage of our national track and field champions, completely ignored an invitation to participate in the renewed version of the Olympic Games. Sending American athletes to a nostalgic exhibition to compete against pompous showoffs—and Europeans at that—still smacked of a foolish waste of time and money, even in 1895. Obviously, Pierre de Coubertin, the then young French baron who headed the fledgling International Olympic Committee, was a misguided idealist at best. His claim that worldwide rivalry in sports would promote greater amity among nations in other fields smacked of wishful daydreaming.

However, at Princeton, 21-year-old Robert S. Garrett felt more the way young Connolly did at Harvard. An outstanding shot-putter and jumper, the husky captain of Princeton's track and field team believed that the new Greek games were an excellent opportunity for America to display the caliber of her athletes to the world. The six-foot-ten-inch wealthy Marylander decided that if no one else would make an organized effort to send a representative team overseas, he would make up a little team on his own. Three Princeton teammates—sprinter Francis Lane, pole vaulter Albert Tyler, and quarter-miler Herbert Jamison—soon came around to his way of thinking, particularly after the dean promised to give them part of the spring semester off.

Only trouble was, getting to Greece took money and they had barely enough to cover college expenses. Campus rumors, which Garrett never confirmed or denied, claimed that he picked up the tab. Newspapers said "a generous and modest friend" of Princeton paid their way. Whatever the truth, the eager four-man squad started rigorous training—ostensibly to prepare for an upcoming track meet against Columbia. Keen-eyed students knew better.

The old sport of hurling the discus intrigued Garrett, though he had never seen a discus. He unearthed its dimensions after a bit of research, had a mechanically minded classmate fashion a replica of the proper slate, and began throwing it. "I got into the discus thing, never figuring I'd do anything but finish an absolute last," Garrett later admitted. He had ample reasons to be pessimistic. His steel model weighed 20 pounds and was almost impossible to hold in the palm of the hand.

The Boston Athletic Association also decided to send a team. "We had a pretty good track team which had met with reasonable success at home and decided that we could afford to send a group to the first Olympiad," hurdler Tom Curtis wrote years afterwards, recalling why the Boston Athletic Association took another look at its invitation. But "the way our team was selected would seem extraordinary to an athlete today," he also remembered. "We went into a huddle and in effect selected ourselves."

Their choices—"all fine looking fellows," according to the New York Times—included Curtis, jumper Ellery Clark, distance runner Arthur Blake, pole vaulter Welles Hoyt, swimmer Gardner Williams, sprinter and quarter-miler Tom Burke (the B.A.A.'s only national champion), and brothers John and Sumann Paine, both Army captains and revolver experts.

At about the same time, Jim Connolly learned that Harvard had no intention of sending him, or anyone else, "on a junket to Athens." The South Boston lad was as independent as he was determined. If he couldn't represent Harvard, he would attend the games on his own and compete for the little Suffolk Athletic Club in his home town. He asked Harvard authorities to excuse him from classes. They refused. He persisted. "If you feel that you must go to Athens, resign and make application for re-entry on your return," the Harvard athletic committee chairman finally told him.

"Competing for my country in Olympic Games, a junket!" the stubborn young athlete replied. "I'm not resigning and I'm not making application to re-enter." Connolly declared. "I'm through with Harvard right now. Good day!"

And he was. He paid his own way to Greece and didn't set foot on the Harvard campus again for ten years—and then only at its request, not as a student but as a guest lecturer in literature at the Harvard Union. By then, he was a well-known author of seafaring tales and a newspaperman for the Boston Globe.

With the games just 17 days away, America's 13-man team, as unofficial as it was dollar-shy, sailed from New York on March 20, 1896, aboard the tramp steamer Fulda. The four from Princeton, eight from the Boston A.A. and one from the Suffolk (Mass.) A.C., were our whole...
The arriving U.S. team was wined and dined, though it had to compete next day.

could win anything, much less signify the beginning of United States ascendance in the modern Olympic Games. The New York A.A., which disdained the games, had by far a better lot of athletes, so what could our second-stringers do against the cream of the world?

Far more interesting things were occurring at home, anyway. Families who weren't making vacation plans settled back in overstuffed parlor chairs to recite—and chuckle at—Gelett Burgess' inane rhyme about a purple cow, or listen to player pianos reeling off "You've Been A Good Old Wagon But You've against Spanish rule. Outdoors, everybody was bicycling—from straight-laced clergymen to young ladies clad in scandalous skirts cut a full two inches above the ankles to make pedaling easier. There were bicycle races in the Olympics, but no American entry.

"About all the fellows could do was to get into their gym gear and bounce up and down on the deck," Jim Connolly wrote later, describing the team's attempts to keep in shape as the cramped little steamer crept along the southern route to Naples. British officers at Gibraltar invited them to limber up on their practice field during a stopover, but the exercise didn't help much. "We were not exactly in the pink" when the Fulda docked at Naples after the 12-day crossing, Tom Curtis conceded.

It almost ended in Naples for young Connolly, whose wallet had been stolen. Just as the team was about to board the eight o'clock train to Brindisi on Italy's Adriatic side, a railway agent told the Harvard drop-out that the police had found his missing wallet.

"The money was gone and they wanted me to wait over and prosecute the thief, but I had no time," Connolly recalled. "There was a big clock on the wall, and I kept pointing at it, yelling 'Otto! Otto!' meaning eight o'clock. They all but pinned my arms behind my back to get me to stay, but at one minute to eight I broke away and ran off for the train."

The station was cavernous, riddled with tracks. Connolly grabbed a porter. "Breen-di-see! Otto! Otto!" he shouted. "Ah, Brindisi," the Italian grinned, pointing down a platform. As passengers "yelling and gesturing wildly" urged him on, Connolly sprinted down the track toward his disappearing teammates. "Come on, come on," they hollered. At the last moment, he made a running long jump for the rear car, gripped Tom Burke's and Arthur Blake's outstretched hands, and scrambled through the compartment window. "I never ran faster in my life, not even in spiked shoes," he readily admitted a week later.

Getting to Athens from Brindisi involved a 24-hour boat crossing to Patras, followed by a miserable ten-hour train ride across Greece. "Nor did our reception, kind and hospitable as it was, help," Curtis said, when the shaky and stiff
The First Time America Went to the Olympics... 1896

Americans finally reached their destination at nine o'clock on the evening of April 5th.

At Athens they saw their first Olympic enthusiasm. "We were met with a procession, with bands blaring before and behind, and marched to our hotel. Speech after speech was made in Greek, presumably very flattering to us, but of course unintelligible. We were given large busters of white-resin wine and told by our advisors that it would be a gross breach of etiquette if we did not drain these off in response to the various toasts. I could not help feeling that so much marching, combined with several noggins of wine, would tell on us."

A hangover was the least of their worries the next morning. The opening date of the games was that very day—April 6 (March 25 on the Julian calendar still used in Greece) and track events were among those set for the first day!

"We looked through the programs to see which of us were out of luck," Connolly remembered. "Lo and behold, trials and finals both would be held in...the hop, step and jump, and the discus." That meant he and Garrett would compete on their first full day in Athens with their kinked travel muscles, no at-the-site practice and less than 24 hours after all that wining and dining.

A hurried visit to the Panatheniac Stadium made them feel at least a trifle better. It was an excellent sports arena. Originally constructed in 330 B.C., the crumbling pile of rubble had been rebuilt in marble at a cost of $366,000 by George Averoff, a wealthy merchant from Alexandria, as a gift to the bank-rupt Greek Government. Apparently, he spared no cost to restore the "long gracefully-proportioned structure." Even its new athletic quarters were luxurious, "a spacious bathroom, with attendants, silver mounted plumbing, and Turkish towels twelve feet long." Also, Curtis noted happily, "the track was well intended and well built." It was especially fitting, he thought, that four unearthed statues "which had marked the turns in the ancient Athenian games held on the same site were now installed at the four turns of the new cinder track."

By two o'clock, every one of the 70,000 seats was filled. Perhaps another 80,000 people watched from the slopes surrounding the stadium. Flags flapped and red fezzes tittered in the gusty wind. Bands thundered "The Olympic Hymn" composed for the occasion by a Greek musician, appropriately enough. Not to be outdone, a liberty team of American sailors from the cruiser San Francisco retaliated with deafening cheers every time they spotted an athlete wearing a miniature Stars and Stripes on the front of his uniform. Shortly after three o'clock—as Queen Olga, Crown Prince Constantine and his brother Prince George, the French Baron De Coubertin and other notables looked on—King George of Greece stood up in the royal box. A hush fell over the crowd. "I hereby proclaim the opening of the First International Olympic Games in Athens," he solemnly told the nearly 300 athletes from 13 nations standing at attention on the playing field.

"After taking the Olympic oath and lighting the Olympic torch, we proceeded to business," Tom Curtis recalled, summing up the ceremonies as only an American unaccustomed to such folderol could.

First came trial heats in the 100-meter dash. Tom Burke, already a U.S. champion, qualified easily. So did Lane of Princeton in the second heat. As Curtis stood on his mark for his heat, hoping to make it a triple Yankee squad in the 100-meter finals, he noticed that one of his competitors was wearing white kid gloves. "Excited as I was, I had to ask why."

"Ah-ha!" the short, stocky Frenchman answered, "zat is because I run before ze Keeng!"

Curtis won the heat without gloves. But such deference to nobility puzzled him. He asked the little Frenchman what other events he was in. The 800 meters, the 1500 meters and the marathon was the reply. This curious combination of short and long-distance running startled the American even more and he asked if a single method of training worked for both. "Well," the Frenchman gamely replied, "one day I run a little way, saucy jeep. Ze next day, I run a long way, saucy slow."

Connolly was equally mystified by his opponents in the triple jump. Instead of doing a hop, step and jump, they leaped two hops and then jumped. Experts considered this the correct version of the ancient sport, but either form was acceptable under the rules of the first modern Olympics. When Connolly's turn came, he went to the end of the running path still undecided which form to use.

"I gripped my hands for the last time and started for the takeoff. Now a curious thing happened to me, one for the psychic corps," he remembered. "I shifted at the last moment and did two hops and a jump which I had not practiced since I was a boy and had never before used in competition."

He landed hard. A tremendous cheer went up. Out of the corner of his eye, he saw the San Francisco bluejackets waving their caps. "How far?" he asked.

(Continued on page 34)
Dateline Washington...

U.S. Sea Defense to Fore?
National Self-Analysis.
Over The (Capitol) Hill!

A trend appears to be shaping up in D.C. for building our nuclear navy into the big punch of the U.S. deterrent policy. The move has been given impetus by President Nixon's request for nearly $1 billion in the current budget toward expanding the capability of our underwater long-range missile system.

Our present fleet of Polaris nuclear subs, scattered strategically around the world's seas, can launch Poseidon missiles some 2,500 miles to target. The next stage would lengthen the undersea-missile range to 5,000 miles, providing our subs with increased invulnerability.

Critics of military spending are certain to raise the charge of "overkill," as in recent efforts to strengthen U.S. land-based missile and manned bomber systems. Some spending foes, however, may favor switch of defense focus from air to sea, because Russia has refused to consider limitation of subs in arms control talks.

Latest decennial Census discloses that of the U.S. population of 207 million, more than half is living within 50 miles of the sea and the Great Lakes shorelines.

The head count, taken in 1971, also shows that Nevada, Arizona and Florida are the fastest growing states; North Dakota, South Dakota, West Virginia and District of Columbia have lost population. During the decade, the suburbs overtook the central cities, 76 million to 63 million residents—with 60% of all Negroes living in the central cities. Senior citizens, 65 and older, increased at a faster pace than other age groups and today represent approximately 10% of our people.

The Census indicates a decline in U.S. family size; a big increase in one-person households, reflecting a greater tendency toward independence by both young singles and the elderly. Nearly 11% of all families—20% of Negro families—are headed by women. Complete plumbing facilities (bath-tub or shower, hot running water, flush toilet) are now available in 95% of U.S. homes, as against 66% in 1950.

A rash of retirements from Congress is anticipated during '72. This year, in addition to the traditional reasons for giving up Capitol Hill,—illness and advancing age, urge for family togetherness, post-census redistricting, unwillingness to face another tough campaign fight—there's a fresh inducement: higher retirement pensions.

In 1972, Members of Congress who quit (voluntarily or not) can go home and collect up to 90% of their $42,500 salary for the remainder of their term. And a pension is $34,000 annually for the legislator with 32 years of service. Representatives and Senators alike need five consecutive years of service to become eligible for the pension plan.

PEOPLE AND QUOTES

MOON CHILD!
"I'm convinced that before the year 2000 is over, the first child will be born on the moon." Dr. von Braun, deputy assoc. admin., NASA.

STRONG TO SURVIVE
"There is a desperate need to remind the American people that among the great nations only the strong survive and that weakness on our part in military capability and national will would be the greatest threat to the peace of the world." U.S. Senator Margaret Chase Smith.

AGAINST ISOLATION
"For security reasons, we can't be isolated; for commercial reasons, we must not be isolated, and for humanitarian reasons, we would not want to be isolated." William P. Rogers, Sec'y of State.

JUDICIAL DECISIVENESS
"If the judiciary is to keep the faith of the American people, then it must deal promptly and decisively with vituperative outbursts and disruptive tactics in court." J. Edgar Hoover, FBI Director.

CRIME AND COURTS
"I will state emphatically that the court system must accept the giant share of the blame for the continual rise in crime." Patrick V. Murphy, police commissioner, N.Y.C.

U.S.—PONDEROUS BEDFELLOW
"Living next to you is in some ways like sleeping with an elephant. No matter how friendly or even-tempered is the beast, if I can call it that, one is affected by every twitch and grunt." Prime Minister Trudeau, Canada.

UNIONISTS EAT, TOO
"I want to make it clear that we would like to see it (inflation) come down because it would solve a lot of problems for us. After all, our members are consumers too." George Meany, president, AFL-CIO.

FRENCH VIEW
"We respect everyone's independence and we are determined to have our own respected and to give ourselves the political, economic and—why not say it—military means." President Pompidou, France.
By LEAVITT A. KNIGHT, Jr.

Women, especially tall women, are twice as likely as men to suffer whiplash neck injuries if riding in a car that is struck from the rear. Probable reason why all women are more prone to whiplash than men: their neck muscles aren't as burly. Probable reason why tall people, men or women, are more apt to suffer whiplash than short people: their long bodies make better "whips."

A very hard collision blow from the rear is not as apt to cause a whiplash neck injury as a softer blow. Reason: a hard blow may cause the back of the seat to collapse, or tear the whole seat loose. It's when the seat back doesn't "fail" that it holds the spine firmly while the head snaps back.

Rear seat passengers suffer slightly fewer whiplash injuries than front seat passengers in cars without headrests. Probable reason: the deck behind the back seat stops the head and neck from snapping back so far.

Front seat passengers suffer somewhat more whiplash injuries than drivers. Probable reasons: (a) the driver has hold of the wheel and (b) he is probably a little more alert to what's coming.

There is something "wrong" about riding three people in the front seat of a car. Among people of any age, it seems there are more frequent accidents when three people (including the driver) are riding than when two or four are riding. The social habit of riding three in the front seat seems to account for this. When four people ride, they are more apt to split up two in front and two in back, and not squeeze the driver so much. Among teen-agers, the frequency of accidents when there are three people in the car (as opposed to when there are two or four) is higher than among older people.

Some drivers are given to falling asleep even when not tired. A recently

A Very Close Look

Here's an organization that puts a magnifying glass to anything a vehicle can do to a human.

All the above holds true even when the driver of the "other car" is held responsible for each accident. Apparently, a driver who is crowded by two passengers on his seat—or distracted by talking to them—not only causes accidents more frequently, but is less able to avoid accidents actually caused by other drivers.

Facts like these, and thousands of others, are the special interest of a national society called The American Association for Automotive Medicine, of which Richard Marland of Honolulu is now president and Albert Carrière of Lake Bluff, Ill., is executive secretary (801 Green Bay Road, Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044). The AAAM today has some 400 members in the U.S. and Canada and is growing rapidly. It holds annual conferences where the members hear reports on almost anything about a vehicle that can hurt a person—he, driver, passenger or pedestrian. These fellows look into anything in the field—whether or not they can suggest something that might be done about it. Their 1968, '69 and '70 proceedings put all sorts of human damage by vehicle under the magnifying glass—in more than 900 pages of analysis.

Originally, they were all doctors—six of them—who were called together in 1957 to analyze racing safety factors for the Sports Car Club of America. Soon they expanded their interest to cover all vehicle safety, and attracted many more doctor members. In 1968, they opened AAAM membership to other students of vehicle safety as well. When they'd gone that far, some of the big auto companies started to help with costs to consolidate and publish their findings.

A lot of other people are always studying various aspects of auto injuries, here and abroad. Instead of competing with them, the AAAM will often issue lists of their works and publish some of them between the same covers as the findings of its own members. In fact, the study of accidents in relation to the number of passengers and where they sit in a car was originally made in Brisbane, Australia. It might not have been seen widely here had not the AAAM read it into its 1969 proceedings.

One member of the society, Dr. Larry Sell, of Manistique, Mich., likes to sound off about snowmobile safety. The AAAM has released a 16-point safety code for snowmobile users, which includes the wisdom of doctors who have been patching some of them up. Dr. Sell says that 46% of snowmobile injuries occur between the ankle and knee. They are related to zooming along on snow that's not deep enough, thus hitting unseen
at Vehicle Injuries

rocks, stumps, ice chunks and chuck holes, he says.

Face, neck, chest and shoulder injuries are number two for snowmobile accidents. They come from braking or decelerating too abruptly, thus pitching occupants into the windshield or controls. Some people don’t dress warmly enough for snowmobiling and come home with frostbite. The wind factor adds to the severity of the normal cold. Booze, says the AAAM release, is just as lethal for snowmobile drivers as for auto drivers. Unlike auto fatalities, drowning is one of the major causes of snowmobile deaths, due to overconfident (or drunk?) drivers going out on thinly frozen lakes and rivers, or hitting springholes.

Also, unlike cars, snowmobiles are driven in field and wood where there’s no highway engineering. As a result, they have a special brand of accident of their own—“clotheslining”—in which the vehicle or operator gets conked by some overhanging thing. A report by Dr. W.R. Ghent to the 1970 conference of the AAAM analyzed 679 snowmobile accidents in Ontario in the winter of 1969-70. The snowmobile is too often treated “as a toy” and the result is that “death and injury may follow,” said Dr. Ghent.

In the report of the AAAM 1969 conference, which was held in Minneapolis, there was a description of an auto safety product that General Motors has for sale. It’s a special, light, portable Infant Safety Carrier, for little ones up to 20 pounds who can’t even sit up and strap on a safety belt. The infant is wholly contained, and rides backwards. The carrier is strapped to the safety belt. The AAAM report showed how the thing was engineered to protect the child if the carrier slammed forward and still protect him if it bounced back. Also, it was designed to make it easy for mother to carry the infant to the car in the carrier—-in fact it was reworked somewhat after wives of GM workers tried it out.

The AAAM is always interested in how people behave in relation to vehicles—seriously interested and humorously interested. It couldn’t restrain itself from mentioning in a quarterly bulletin how those on the scene acted when a whiskey truck was wrecked on an Indiana highway. Chiefly they were interested in liberating all the hooch they could before it trickled away—even the police officer.

The 1968 AAAM conference at the University of California was largely—though far from wholly—taken up with the human element at the wheel. One report analyzed how people pass on two-lane highways. Not surprising was a conclusion that most drivers base the decision to pass on how far ahead they can see (thank goodness). But not always. The report took a scientific look at the fact that when a slow driver on a two-lane road builds up a queue of cars behind him (“impedance”), the inclination to pass dangerously (“frustration”) increases. The further back the following car, the worse the frustration. The Pennsylvania Highway Department ran a test of “impedance frustration.” It put a big, slow van on a winding road solidly lined for “no passing.” Then it observed and recorded the behavior of the following cars. It was able to report that “frustration” increased among the cars that got

Volunteers in a drunk driving test through a maze at GM Proving Grounds could no longer grasp what they were supposed to do when they had only half as much alcohol in their blood as some drivers in real car accidents.
A Very Close Look at Vehicle Injuries

locked behind the van, and "premature passing efforts" increased with the frustration.

It's good to have this officially confirmed by rigid scientific techniques after, to these 50 years of impedance frustration on two-lane American highways.

Can anyone persuade slow drivers on narrow roads to move along at a more reasonable speed? Or, if they are in no hurry anyway, to pull off and let them pass when the mirror shows a frustrated, impeded queue tagging along behind? Some, but hardly any, slow drivers on narrow roads have been doing this all along. Then there's the driver right behind the impeder who doesn't pass when it is safe, further locking in the rest of the queue over the next hill and around the next turn.

Some of the reports given to the AAAM clearly plug for all the auto design possible that will minimize human driving error, because you can't redesign humans as easily as cars. The military has paid more attention to foolproofing its equipment operation than anyone else, said a report on Human Factors in Auto Driver Research to the 1968 AAAM conference. The report cited a cigarette lighter and light switch that looked about the same on a dashboard, increasing the likelihood that a driver might turn off the lights while only trying to turn on the lighter. Human Factors, said the report, is a subject with its own handful of specialists here and abroad, but it's a specialty in which vehicle designers ought to become more expert. The report didn't say that disparagingly. As a science, it said, Human Factors in the operation of equipment is still a thinly explored field.

Far from all of the reports of the AAAM make interesting general reading, while others are fascinating. Some of the reports are issued for the better understanding of surgeons in patching up various typical forms of vehicle accident injury.

In 1969, plastic surgeon Dr. Richard Schulz of Illinois devoted a whole report to vehicular injury damage to the upper third of the human face. Though of value to doctors, it is hardly pleasant reading. Another 1969 study analyzed the factors in receiving hard blows that are peculiar to children's bodies. Numerous AAAM reports are "dull" because they don't try to reach any conclusion, but simply assemble as many facts as possible about one facet or another of vehicular injuries, accidents, car and highway design, driving habits and problems, etc. This fact-listing is a common scientific method, which often leads to valuable conclusions much later. For instance, a thorough AAAM report on bicycle accidents made no great point but simply listed facts that could be unearthed about a good sample of recorded bicycle mishaps—the riders' ages, how far from home, the kinds of bicycles, nature of injuries, how well the bicycles were fitted for the size of the drivers, what the bicyclists were doing, the traffic situation at the time, the lighting and visibility obstructions if any, etc. Many of the bicycle findings were not surprising, but only confirmed what one might think.

Thus, tallied by time of day, the frequency of bicycle accidents in Toronto closely paralleled the rising and falling of all vehicular traffic density throughout the day.

Studies like this, however dull, have a way of adding up to important conclusions as other studies are added to them. The AAAM is enormously patient in amassing and recording such facts. It has done similar jobs on such things as:

The effect of lap belts on pregnant women in accidents; how easy or hard it is to see a pedestrian compared to how visible he thinks he is; the effectiveness of various restraint systems (seat belts, headrests, air bags and the like); European safety standards and devices; obstacles beside highways that "boobytrap" and kill folks who run off the road; the use of color-coded highway directional signs, etc., etc., etc.

Many states are now using blue indicators to guide drivers to freeway exits or onto main roads out of jumbled intersections. A 1968 AAAM report covered pioneering work on this in Michigan and Minnesota, and noted that Michigan found that blue markings resulted in a 50% reduction in "erratic movements at freeway exits" day or night.

Like everyone else, the AAAM is exasperated that alcohol is the major cause of death and injury on the road. In three years time, its national conferences heard nine reports on alcohol vs. safe driving: the most for any one subject. A 1969 report noted that there was very little information on alcohol as a factor in accidents involving trucks. It analyzed some meager information available on truck accidents in New Jersey. While some of the truck drivers had been drinking, in most cases it was the other guy—and in most cases where there was a death, the other guy did the dying. Drivers of big trucks had drunk far less than pick-up truck drivers in the accidents studied. In 46% of cases where police reported no evidence of alcohol, some was found in blood tests. The conclusion seemed to be that nobody knows much about alcohol in truck accidents and better information is worth seeking.

The AAAM held a special panel at its 1969 conference on whether alcoholism should be a reportable disease (one that doctors have to report to government health authorities). The panel noted that while only 4% of American drivers are heavy drinkers, they are responsible for just about half of the fatal auto accidents in the nation. Drunk drivers and drunk pedestrians cause 25,000 deaths and 800,000 auto crashes every year, the report noted.

Dr. James E. Halvorson told the AAAM that the Minnesota Medical Ass'n was going to seek state laws to crack down as hard as possible on drinking drivers. The state's doctors were satisfied, he said, that people continued to drink and drive in Minnesota because they were sure they could get away with it, and that law enforcement that would really crack down on them would be the only way to stop them. Nobody is more furious at needless vehicular mayhem than doctors. It has had them up to their elbows in blood for over half a century.

A person who is quite drunk is totally un able to manage an automobile, and everyone has known this for a long, long time. But it is extremely difficult, politically, to really crack down on drunk drivers. Most Americans drink a little. Many drinks, when sober, are fully responsible people and there has long been a social feeling that a guy who is sober shouldn't be punished too hard for what he did when drunk. This forgiving feeling exasperates everyone who is dealing with the colossal problem of 25,000 deaths a year caused by drunks on the road. As Dr. Halvorson told the AAAM, "the penalty for killing a deer out of season in Minnesota is worse than killing a person in an auto crash while drunk."

One reaction to this situation is to attempt to prove that a drunk can't handle a car.
At the 1968 AAAM conference, General Motors' David McClellan described a test of drunk driving ability at the GM Proving Grounds, where all the hazards were made of rubber. Seven good drivers went through two driving tests—eight times sober and many times in various degrees of deliberate inebriation. In one test they simply followed a twisted course marked out by rubber cones. In the other they approached a traffic light which suddenly went red, and as it changed they had to swerve around some rubber barrels representing another car running the light.

None of them had any trouble with these tests when sober.

Most of them were unable to negotiate either test at all by the time they had half as much alcohol in their blood as had been found in 46% of the drivers in one study of fatal crashes laid to booze! By then—though willing—they could hardly understand what they were supposed to do.

Quite predictably, their performance got worse and worse the more they drank. The statistics showed their increasing inability to avoid the rubber obstacles, while movies showed the visible evidence of the collapse of their behavior at the wheel.

While their performance was still fairly good when they'd drunk only a little, nearly all of them started quite early to deteriorate in their ability to turn in one direction while still being able to manage turns in the opposite direction.

When they failed as they drank more, their failures "were usually spectacular." Cars went out of control after hitting flabby rubber obstacles, steering wheels spun, hands went through the steering spokes and driving became "erratic and uncoordinated."

If the question to be solved in keeping drunk drivers off the road is the question of whether they can drive well enough, the common sense answer that they cannot was thoroughly confirmed by the GM tests. But is that the question?

It would be interesting to see the AAAM study various aspects of public resistance to more stringent traffic laws. What is the effect, for instance, of local police setting traps in order to ticket drivers on technicalities, often simply to fatten local treasuries or provide a good record of arrests? The uneven justice administered to auto drivers may be suspected of having created a substantial wall of public resistance to providing any more technicalities than necessary for driver persecution. Has it? How many of our 96 million light drinkers fear that more stringent laws against drunks would boomerang against the occasional sipper in the hands of the "traffic ticket quota" police and magistrate mentality? One of these years I hope to see an AAAM study on "The effects of petty traffic law enforcement on public respect and support for sound vehicular laws."

One human factor reported by AAAM is fascinating, and parts of it will be surprising to most readers. Twice, Dr. Robert Yoss of the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., has given AAAM special reports on sleepy drivers, a matter that seems to be his bag. There are people who are characteristically sleepy, as opposed to those who get sleepy under long, grueling night driving. Dr. Yoss has de-

(Continued on page 46)
SERVICEMEN PLANNING USE OF G.I. BILL FOR SCHOOLING SHOULD BE WARY OF 'EARLY OUT' DISCHARGE:

The Vietnam era serviceman who intends to use his G.I. Bill educational benefits when he gets back to civilian life should think twice before taking "early-out" discharge from the armed forces. . . . It could cost him many months of benefits simply because of bad timing. . . . Here's why: Each eligible veteran is entitled to educational assistance at the rate of one-and-a-half months for each month of active duty service after Jan. 31, 1955. . . . If a vet served a period of 18 months or more on active duty after that date and has been released from such service under conditions that satisfy his active duty obligation, then he's entitled to 36 months. . . . If he takes an "early out" discharge after 17 months of service, then he's only entitled to 25.5 months of educational assistance. . . . Thus, the lack of one month's service costs him over 10 months of benefits. . . . That's one academic year.

LOUISIANA AMENDS ITS STATE BONUS LAW TO PROVIDE FOR IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO VIETNAM VETERANS:

In February, the citizens of Louisiana voted to amend the state's Vietnam era veterans' bonus law—originally passed in 1967—so as to provide for the immediate payment of a $250 bonus. . . . As originally adopted, the law provided that the bonuses would be payable on termination of hostilities. . . . In addition to the bonuses, the law authorizes the payment of $1,000 to the unmarried widow of an armed forces member who died in Vietnam. . . . The Legion was a prime mover in the passage of the original law and the amendment. . . . Legion installations in Louisiana were preparing to set up offices to answer questions and assist Vietnam veterans with the filing of applications. . . . For information on the law, contact Wilson J. Hebert, Department Adjutant, The American Legion of Louisiana, P.O. Box 1451, Baton Rouge, La. 70821

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FORMED TO DEVELOP LEGISLATION FOR STATE SCHOLARSHIPS FOR POW CHILDREN:

A national committee has been formed to help develop legislation that will provide state scholarships for more than 2,000 children of 1,800 prisoners-of-war or missing in action servicemen of the Vietnam war. . . . The program has received the endorsement of the Legion (which adopted a resolution at its Fall 1971 National Executive Committee Meeting), the League of Families of POW's and the Nat'l Conference of State Legislative Leaders. . . . It also has the support of the Department of Defense. . . . The group seeks free tuition at state universities, colleges and trade schools. . . . To form a committee in your state or participate in one already formed, contact Nat'l POW/MIA Scholarship Program, 2 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040.

ALABAMA MAY BE FIRST STATE TO ADOPT SCHOLARSHIP LAW FOR POW KIN:

As Veterans Newsletter went to press the Alabama Legislature is reported in a special session to have adopted and Gov. George C. Wallace signed a new law which provides tuition-free schooling for dependents of its servicemen who are either captured or missing in the Vietnam War. . . . The law grants the serviceman's wife, children and other dependents free tuition and fees for four years at the state's institutions of higher learning and trade schools. . . . If the serviceman returns, only the children remain eligible. . . . Alabama is believed to be the first state to adopt such a law.

DEPT. OF DEFENSE RECOMMENDS STRONG SECURITY MEASURES FOR LEGION CEREMONIAL FIREARMS:

Many Legion posts have color guards or firing squad units which use ceremonial firearms. . . . The Department of Defense notes that thefts of small arms have increased enormously in recent years and that thieves are well aware that Legion posts may have workable pistols or rifles that might be stolen more easily than from other locations. . . . DOD recommends that small firearms be kept under the strongest possible security precautions with ammunition, bolts and firing pins all kept in separate locations with equally strong security. . . . Readers may remember that even some gov't armories have been robbed of guns and ammo.
Some Harris Poll Results On Vietnam Vets' Problems

Survey calls treatment of returning veterans "a serious burden on the conscience of the American public."

"The whole question of treatment of returning veterans is a serious burden on the conscience of the American public," says a recently released poll conducted by Louis Harris & Associates, Inc., for the Veterans Administration.

Related as it is to the mixed feelings of the American people about the Vietnam War and viewed in that light the observation could account for some of the seemingly paradoxical statistics contained in the 269-page report. Here are some of the highlights.

Purpose of the project was to examine the extent of the problems faced by Vietnam era veterans in readjusting to civilian life, see if they differ from those of ex-servicemen of past wars, and to suggest ways to make readjustment easier for men yet to be separated.

The research concentrated on four areas: (1) the reception veterans receive at home after separation from the armed forces; (2) the problems of finding employment; (3) the problem of drug abuse among servicemen and its treatment and (4) the role of the VA.

The interviews were conducted in Aug. 1971 in 1,490 U.S. households; among 2,003 recently discharged veterans and with 786 business executives, each group representing a cross section.

**Area 1—Reception at Home.** Some 58% of the public and 66% of the employers feel the President and Administration are doing enough to help veterans. About 55% of the public and 62% of the employers say the American people are doing all they can. Yet, 34% of the public and 40% of the employers think more could be done. But, overwhelmingly, veterans felt that family and friends are doing all they could to make them feel at home. People generally respected veterans but younger people, specifically, were not so sure. However, compared with the reception given servicemen of earlier wars, almost 50% of the responses indicated today's servicemen are getting treated more poorly than in the past. The survey also indicated about 19% of Vietnam era veterans had joined a veterans service organization.

**Area 2—Employment.** Most veterans are more mature and more stable upon return but the state of the economy is such that only the better trained and educated are finding jobs. Generally, veterans are not just sitting around waiting but are actively seeking jobs. The survey also shows that non-whites and non-high school graduates have the toughest time and that some 45% of veterans out of work never received benefits. Also, the poll indicated jobs-for-veterans programs and government agencies concerned with finding employment for veterans are not too successful.

**Area 3—Drug abuse.** Ex-servicemen noted drug usage in Vietnam was more of a common occurrence that stemmed from boredom and related reasons and that the drug problem in the military is more marijuana-oriented than hard drug-based. They feel the public and employers see the drug situation as more serious than it is. Findings do indicate, though, that more men come in contact with drugs in service than back home, even if it is marijuana as opposed to hard stuff. Veterans also rate the VA's drug rehabilitation program over military programs.

**Area 4—Evaluating the VA.** On balance, the VA comes off pretty well with ratings on the up side in most cases. On the negative side, ex-servicemen thought there was too much red tape and both the public and veterans felt the VA could be doing more. Most important service the VA offered veterans was educational benefits, assistance and loans with job placement and training coming close behind. However, only 41% applied for educational benefits and 59% did not. Reasons given were that subsistence payments were too low. Among those who did not apply, 53% said they certainly would if benefits were increased.

(Permission to use the report on how some veterans in college feel about G.I. Bill education benefits.)
Collegiate Veterans Assess

According to the Harris Poll reported on the preceding page, three out of five of all veterans polled indicated they felt G.I. Bill education benefits were inadequate. With this, most members of Congress would agree. How to increase those benefits is the question being debated by the legislators as this is being written.

In order to get opinions of some of those most affected by the question—the Vietnamese veteran in college today—The American Legion Magazine visited the campus of William Paterson College in Wayne, N.J., about 30 miles northwest of N.Y. City. Comments of the students interviewed—members of a collegiate veterans association—appear in the text beginning at left and with some of the photos on the opposite page.

Legionnaires Joe Quigley (left) and Paul Florida of Wayne Post 174 (N.J.) meet with College Vets Ass’n officers, Dr. Milton Grodsky, VP for Academic Affairs (left, pipe), and Dr. James Olsen, Paterson College President (right, glasses) for a loan from the Small Business Administration to open a restaurant at this spot I’ve got an option on. But it takes so long for the paperwork to move! If they don’t help soon, I’m finished.”

• “If they raise the tuition—that’s it—I’m wasted. I’ll have to look for an additional part time job or drop out and hit the unemployment line.”

The comments are typical. They practically tell the story by themselves. And you’ll hear them from almost any veteran on campus today.

The shooting war is over for him. His

College President Dr. Olsen (left) and campus vets association leaders Bob Sniffen (center) and President Vince Mazzola discuss campus student government programs.

Right now is to get education or training, a job, and then pick up where he left off before he went into service.

It’s not a new story. It’s been going on for a long time. And many a Legionnaire went through some phase of it. Yet, despite the millions of guys down through the years who’ve tried to get schooling or a job after military service, it never gets any easier. The adjustment from military life back to civilian life is tough enough all by itself.

The benefits the Legion fought for (and still does) seem always to be struggling to catch up to the needs of veterans whether for jobs, medical care and rehabilitation or education. This is so even though it should be obvious by now that the educated veteran is a better citizen and a bigger taxpayer because of his educated status. Economists long ago proved that the original WW2 G.I. Bill paid for itself many times over via increased tax revenues generated by veterans able to earn more due to better education.

The Legion has formed working relationships with various veterans associations at colleges around the country in order to better understand their needs and be in a position to provide material assistance or help with new legislation.
Cold War GI Bill Education Benefits

"I have about a year and a half, maybe two years to do yet. No, I don't think I'll make it without an increase. Even with working during the summer. After all, I have to live and eat then too! I went back into the Marine Corps on active duty as a reserve recruiter in order to earn some money, save up and then go back to school. Without a good increase, I won't be able to do it. No way!"
—George DePreter

"This semester I almost decided to go to night school and try to find a job during the daytime. With the proposed tuition increase here it's going to be very difficult for me. Right now I'm living at home with my mother. Fortunately, she's providing me with a place to live. But that's going to come to a halt pretty soon, because she can hardly afford it. I honestly don't know how I'm going to do it."
—Mike Driscoll

"I'm a sophomore and for the last two years I had to take out a bank loan in order to keep going to school. Otherwise, I don't think I could have done it. I live at home and I have to pay something there. Even then, I skip that sometimes and my family looks the other way. With the tuition raise coming, I don't know how I'll be able to do it."
—Rich Gibson

"Personally, I'll make it. I'm a hustler. I'll go out and get the money somehow. Because I've only got a year to go. Primarily, I'm concerned with the individuals who have one or two years in school now and the returning vets who haven't even started yet. They're going to look at the situation and see how much they have to pay for tuition—even in state colleges—and they'll be discouraged from continuing their education. Because, financially, they can't hack it."
—Vince Mazzola

Some members of College Veterans Ass'n Exec Board pose for "album cover" photo.

Son College. About 650 strong out of a day student body of 5,500, it is one of the most active groups on campus. Very briefly, the association conducts weekly meetings concerning veterans affairs, counsels vets on benefits and problems, arranges for loans and aids, and works with other campus groups and the college administration to improve academic life. From registration day to graduation day, they constantly strive to make the jump from military life to college life a little smoother. In addition, they provide the veteran a place to meet with guys who are in the same circumstances. As in the Legion, politics don't count.

Hoping to present a stronger and more unified voice, the Paterson vets recently affiliated with the National Association of Collegiate Veterans, Inc., a group established in 1968 with which the Legion has been cooperating. Nationally, NACVI has about 250,000 members and sits in on the highest councils where veteran problems are concerned. Its officers have also testified before Congressional veterans affairs committees on the needs

Sniffen, tireless worker for campus vets.

of Vietnam era vets in college. NACVI plans a national convention in Duluth, Minn., in May.

One of the guiding spirits behind the Paterson College Vets Ass'n is Bob Sniffen, a Past President of the group and currently a national Vice President of Public Relations for NACVI. With a wife and two children, and about to graduate in June, Bob's studies and duties as a student teacher keep him constantly on the move.

Along with Vincent Mazzola, an ex-

Campus vets utilize physics lab auditorium to hold their weekly general meeting.

infantry officer and current President of the association, the two and their executive board talk and work veterans benefits from dawn to dusk. Getting attention now is a proposed tuition increase.

On these two pages, photos show Sniffen, Mazzola and other members of their association at meetings with Dr. James Karge Olsen, President of the College, Dr. Milton Grodsky, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Legionnaires Joe Quigley and Paul Florida of nearby Wayne Post 174, on hand to see how their post could help.

(Turn to page 4 for a message from Nat'l Cmdr Geiger on this subject.)
Jobs for Veterans

In the first quarter of 1972, it became obvious to those involved with employment for returning ex-servicemen that Job Fairs or Job Maris—where the emphasis lay on securing jobs—were not the whole answer. The rate of unemployment for veterans was, in fact, higher at the end of 1971 than at the end of 1970 and there were more veterans around who were out of work. In addition, about 25% of the unemployed veterans had been looking for work for 15 weeks or more during 1971 as opposed to only 15% in 1970.

Thus, Job Fairs were turning into Opportunity Fairs, Career Days, Information Forums, Veterans Assistance Days, etc., with equal emphasis being placed on jobs, on-the-job training, career information, job and guidance counseling, educational benefits, vocational, technical and agri-business training. Representatives from colleges, universities, technical schools and unions were becoming more in evidence at booths during these events along with Small Business Administration advisers who offered training and loans to those who were eligible. The thinking was that it was far more advantageous for a veteran to be getting training and education for a better career than to be on the unemployment rolls.

In South Dakota, the Legion held a Job Fair & Career Day in connection with its first annual Winter Conference at Huron on Jan. 22. Though handicapped by severe winter weather that made travel extremely hazardous, it was considered a success. About 220 veterans registered at the Huron Arena for interviews with 22 employers, 14 colleges and schools and seven government agencies. No figures have been compiled yet as to how many were hired. The South Dakota Legion plans three more Job Fair & Career Days in other parts of the state in order to regionalize the effort and cut down on travel. The South Dakota Highway Patrol had advised “absolutely no travel” for this first effort. Keeping that in mind, it’s surprising anyone showed up at all.

- In St. Louis, a Veterans Job Fair held Nov. 11, 1971 and reported in the March issue, notes followup figures of 1,263 veterans hired as of Feb. 9, 1972.
- The Veterans Administration now has “Job Interviewing Classes” operating at many of its 57 Regional Offices in an effort to help veterans find employment. A pilot program revealed many vets had no experience on how to apply for a job. They didn’t know how to prepare for an interview, what tests might be required, how to groom themselves and how to compose a resume when one was required.
- In San Francisco, the VA found many young ex-G.I.’s did not have the proper clothing to appear for employment interviews, so VA employees and others established a “Clothes Bank” with good, usable clothing.
- The Small Business Administration now has a joint program with the VA to help eligible veterans get management training that is needed to successfully operate their own businesses and to help them qualify for SBA financial assistance to start such a business. To be eligible, a vet must be socially or economically disadvantaged or live in an area of high unemployment. He must also be eligible for VA training allowances. To enroll, the veteran should visit his nearest SBA office and ask for the veterans’ advisor who will take it from there. Disabled veterans should first visit their VA advisor. The SBA was reported ready to greatly relax its normal qualification procedures on loans in order to make it possible for the nation’s newest veterans to get started in businesses of their own.

- In Grand Rapids, Mich., the Grand Rapids Junior College and the city government were reported to be cooperating in a program whereby Vietnam era veterans at the school would be provided with jobs, where possible, in fields related to their studies during both school sessions and summer vacation periods. Funds emanate from the Emergency Employment Act of 1971. Other colleges and communities are trying similar programs although not all of them feature jobs related to the course of study being carried by the individual veteran.

1972 Legion Oratorical Contest

The 35th Annual National High School Oratorical Contest Finals of The American Legion will be held at Weir High School, Weirton, W. Va., on April 20 with a total of $18,000 worth of college scholarships waiting for the final contestants. First place winner will receive $8,000; second place, $5,000; third place, $3,000 and fourth place, $2,000.

To get to that plateau thousands of high school orators will compete in elimination contests at various levels and for various prizes. A $500 scholarship from the national organization will also be presented to each department champion who participates in the 12 regional contests that precede the four sectional contests and the final tournament in addition to whatever prizes the various departments present to winners.

Here are the sites for the Regional Contests to be held April 10: Regional 1, Bishop Guertin H.S., Nashua, N.H.; Regional 2, E. Greenwich H.S., E. Greenwich, R.I.; Regional 3, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.; Regional 4, Rocky Mount Senior H.S., Rocky Mount, N.C.; Regional 5, Spencer H.S., Columbus, Ga.; Regional 6, St. Anthony’s Seminary, San Antonio, Tex.; Regional 7, Indiana War Memorial, Indianapolis, Ind.; Regional 8, Martha Ellen Tye Playhouse, Marshalltown, Iowa; Regional 9, Huron Senior H.S., Huron, S.D.; Regional 10, Nebraska Univ. at Omaha, Neb.; Regional 11, Silverton H.S., Silverton, Ore.; Regional 12, Highland H.S., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Here are the sites for the Sectional Contests to be held April 17: Sectional A, Stevens School, Hallowell, Me.; Sectional B, Falls Church H.S., Falls Church, Va.; Sectional C, Bismarck Junior College, Bismarck, N.D.; Sectional D, Tempe H.S., Tempe, Ariz.
Legion Combats Narcotics

Legion posts, keenly aware of the narcotic problem, are dealing with it in their programs. To aid drug addicts, their parents and the community, the Kings County, N.Y., Legion, sparked by County Chairman John Overbeck and County Cmdr Joseph Saia, will act as clearinghouse for the collection and distribution of materials and information that will help post committees carry out Drug Rejection Programs of prevention and rehabilitation. Local posts will help organize community education programs with lectures on narcotic prevention. Realistic materials and films will identify drugs and their users. Another hope is to bring about a better communication between addicts and their parents. Legionnaires will direct addicts to rehabilitation centers if they want to “kick the habit.”

A seminar on Narcotics and Drug Abuse was hosted by Post 14, St. Petersburg, Fla. This District 7 Seminar, comprising Polk, Pinellas, Pasco, Hernando and Hillsborough Counties, was not restricted to Legion officials, but was open to all concerned citizens, especially organization leaders. Purpose of the seminar was to hear reports from representatives of legal, law enforcement, drug rehabilitation, legislative, and other agencies, and to learn what is being done and what can be done regarding the drug abuse problem. Seminar organizer and program chairman Robert Francis, Sr., said there was a need for more coordination between the various agencies involved and the general community, so the public can be better informed and the people will know what they can do as individuals and through their various organizations. Francis obtained literature from Congress for free distribution to those in attendance. The St. Petersburg Police Dep’t set up a display table.

Hold a membership poster designed to attract new members into Legion membership is Senior Vice Cmdr Richard Sover of Peoples Gas Post 336, Chicago, Ill.

to thank sincerely the Legionnaires of Post 1246, Oceanside, N.Y., for the recreation equipment you donated for our day room. In a combat zone, such amenities as pool cues and pool halls are given lower priorities than other types of mission essential equipment. As a result, whereas our channels of supply failed, we are grateful that you offered your help.

“The 720th MP Bn has its headquarters in Long Binh, Republic of Vietnam. The 720th is responsible for a mission of discipline, law and order in Military Regions III and IV, excluding Saigon and Long Binh. In addition, we provide convoy security for Military Region III. Our battalion’s history started in the Pacific sands of WW2, and continues today in Vietnam. We are very proud of it.”

Signed, Michael D. Wiatrowski, ILT, MPC, Commanding.

BRIEFLY NOTED

The tragedy that struck a family of five in Roseville, Ohio, when a fire destroyed their house and took the lives of three small children, was alleviated when Legionnaires of Post 71 undertook to build a house for the couple, John and Mary Freeman. A fund campaign brought in dollars. Members solicited building supply firms and businesses. Plans were drawn for a five-room dwelling with full basement. A well and a sewage system were installed without charge. Legionnaires pitched in as laborers. The fund came up with nearly $4,000 which finished the rest of the house and paid for some items that could not be donated.

To demonstrate in a positive way that the Legion is in accord with young people’s ideas of environment and ecology.

Wisconsin Dep’t Cmdr Vernon Grosecnick and Gov. Patrick Lucey planned to initiate an Arbor Day program by planting a tree on the Capitol lawn. Every post and unit in Wisconsin has been asked to plant a tree in its community.

The annual Kansas Legion Youth Tennis Tournament will be held June 12-15 again at Lindsborg Post, for boys and girls up through age 18. Five age divisions of singles and doubles will be played for trophies and ribbons. Entry fee is $5 per player plus one $5 entry fee per Legion post (each post may send as many players as desired with the one post entry fee). The post hosts a picnic for all participants, coaches, chaperones and parents, and last year also sponsored a Youth Dance. Tournament directors are Post Cmdr Charles Marston and Wayne Dickerson.

A live wire district in member recruiting is District 3, Hampden County, in western Massachusetts, with 30 posts. District 3 has for 13 consecutive years registered the greatest percentage, by December 31, of its previous year’s membership, in its Department.

This billboard in Camp Hill, Pa., near the Dep’t of Pennsylvania Hq, is one of 50 placed by posts and the Department throughout the state. Billboard companies have donated the space, charging only for actual cost of labor and materials. Situated on the major arteries to Harrisburg, the board is seen by thousands daily.

Each year, the Pennsylvania Dep’t Commander tours the state’s ten VA hospitals, two service hospitals, Soldiers and Sailors Home, and the Scotland School for Veterans Children, distributing gifts from the Legion. This year’s gift included over $8,000 worth of TV sets, radios, stereos, a shuffleboard, a baptismal font, bowling balls and pins, as well as cash gifts for decorations, and nearly $2,500 in cash gifts to students at Scotland School.

Post 1, Milwaukee, Wis., hosted a city-wide blood drive activated by Milwaukee Co. and suburban area Legion, sparked by Dep’t Blood Chmn Peter Kuciinskis. Gordon Reid, Post PR officer, makes clear in photo just whose assistance is needed.

Aid for a Proud Battalion

“On behalf of the men of Hq and Hq Detachment, 720th MP Bn, I would like
POSTS IN ACTION

"One more black-white barrier in Fairmont (W. Va.) was removed . . . when Post 17 voted to merge with Post 37," said The Times-West Virginian, recently. The unanimous vote came after several weeks of study by a committee appointed by Post 17 Cmdr George Summers and headed by Nat'l Executive Committeeman L.O. Bickel. Also serving on the committee were Charles Kuhn, a Past Dept. Cmdr, and A.M. Darquenne. Both are Past Post 17 Cmdrs. Assisting with plans for the merger were Post 37 Cmdr Russell Rittenhouse, Jr., William Broughton, Sr., Clarence Foster, Isaac Blakely and Booker Burt, post trustees, and Ernest Holloway, adjutant. A sanction must be obtained from the Dept. Executive Committee. Darquenne said the merger was "a fine thing." His only regret was that "it didn't happen sooner. It's about 50 years late." Bickel said, "Black and white posts all over the country have been joining together during the past several years." As a local example, he said, Clarksburg's two posts consolidated about five years ago.

Despite the fact that Post 316, Sheldon, Wis., is surrounded by eight other Legion posts within a 20-mile radius, plus VFW, DAV and WWI posts, it can boast of a notable membership figure of 124 members. What makes it notable is that Sheldon has a population of 240. Post 316 takes part in all Legion programs, including the Oratorical Contest (even though there is no high school in Sheldon, Wisconsin).

Post 553, South City, Mo., put up an arch sign at the entrance to the community's cemetery, as a public service. Post Cmdr William Darnell, second from right in photo, built it and put it up. The cemetery was first used as an Indian Burial Ground and old Indian graves have been found there. This area has been left vacant, with no markers. A number of Civil War veterans are buried there, and each Memorial Day all veterans' graves are marked with white crosses and flags by the Legionnaires. Also buried there is Mrs. Millie S. Sprouse, granddaughter of George Washington's sister (1840-1914).

Recognizing a need for a great number of more highly visible house number signs in its town, members of Post 657, Sun City, Calif., have been selling them. Particularly, the reflective signs enable physicians and others looking for addresses at night to find them more easily. Sun City is a retirement community which has grown from farm land to more than 6,000 persons in eight years. Hans Christensen, an original land owner here (left), buys a sign from Past Cmdrs Horace Anderson and Anthony Bogart.

At a memorial service in Hempstead, N.Y., in honor of ten servicemen who lost their lives in Vietnam, a mural was unveiled consisting of 8x10-inch photos of the servicemen, with captions, on a 4x8-foot mounted stand for display. Paying respects to the deceased were Legionnaires of Post 1488, aided in the project by Post 390 and the Knights of Columbus. The unveiling ceremony, reports Post 1488 Cmdr Averil Gill, was handled by Mayor Dalton Miller and Peter Cole, a Vietnam veteran and Legionnaire who conceived and projected the mural. Among those attending were Nassau Co. Cmdr Michael Miller and staff; Past County Cmdr Frank Ward; Mrs. Maydelle Houston, president; Unit 1488, and Auxiliary members; James Cosgriff, Post 390 Cmdr; Archie Pugatz, Cmdr, Jewish War Veterans Post 312; Charles Weller, Past Cmdr, VFW Post 783, and Tom Bay, Cmdr, Post 1139, West Hempstead.

Post 1, Australia (Dep't of Canada), has about 70 members, meets at the City of Sydney Returned Soldiers League Club, staged a Veterans Day Parade at Coral Sea Park, Maroubra Junction, New South Wales. (All streets in Coral Sea Park are named in honor of United States ships that served in the Pacific Island theater in WW2—Minneapolis, Lexington, New Orleans, Astoria, Chester, Sims, Portland, etc.) Joining in the parade were ex-sailors from HMAS Australia and HMAS Canberra, and members of RSL Clubs. In April the Legion in Australia celebrates Anzak Day along with the RSL. This is somewhat the equivalent of our Veterans Day, honoring WW1 vets. In May, the Legion down under celebrates Coral Sea Week, remembering that battle. Post 1, Australia, Cmdr Mark Doyon (ex-Navy, Pacific), is the first American to be elected to the committee of an RSL sub-Branch, and is also on the Board of Management of an RSL club.

Post 677, Shabbona, Ill., will play a part in the celebration of the village's (population 750) Centennial, June 18-24. The village is named for an Indian chief, a member of the Ottawa tribe and a great friend of the white man.

Initial payment of a pledge of $1,250 to pay for a two-bed room in new Chilton Memorial Hospital is made by Post 279, Lincoln Park, N.J. From left are Mrs. Charles Fergus, Unit 279 president; Mrs. Frank Mastrarrigo, 1st VP; David Sidman, Chilton ass't administrator, and Gerard Loehr of the Lincoln Park Post.

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS

William C. Anderson, of North Springfield, Va., appointed assistant Executive Director of the Legion's Washington Office. Since coming to the Washington Office in 1955, Bill has served as a Claims and Appeals Representative, Special Assistant to the Rehabilitation Director, Chief of Administrative Services, and, most recently, Assistant Director for Administrative Services. He succeeds the late Paul Lackey.

Paul R. Frinthal, 26, of Galesburg, Ill., a Vietnam Era Army veteran, appointed an assistant director for Children and Youth in Indianapolis, Ind., with the Legion's Americamism and Children & Youth Div. He has a B.S. in Health and Safety from Indiana Univ.

David Lee Shillinglaw, of Chicago, Ill., a founder of The American Legion and a

C.R. (Dick) Waters, of Kingman, Ariz., a newspaper publisher who is president of the Mohave County Miner and publisher of the Mohave Valley News, given the Arizona Newspapers Assoc. Master Editor-Publisher Award. Waters was Dep’t Cmdr in 1952-53, Alternate Nat’l Executive Committeeman in 1953-54, and a member of the Legion’s Publications Commission for several years.

DEATHS

John Grimshaw, Jr., of Paterson, N.J., Past Dep’t Cmdr (1926-27) and Past Nat’l Executive Committeeman (1927-29).

Francis E. Miner, of Manchester, Conn., a member since 1965 of the Legion’s Nat’l Law and Order Committee.

Dr. T.L. Strangebye, 87, of Roswell, N.M., Past Dep’t Cmdr of North Dakota (1943-44).

Ernest H. Talbot, 80, of Oaklyn, N.J., a member of the Society of American Legion Founders and a past president of The American Legion Press Assoc. (1957).

C. Reed Beard, 59, of Bedford, Ind., Past Dep’t Cmdr (1956-57) and Nat’l Vice Cmdr for a short time in 1966.

Joseph H. Jones, 81, of Detroit, Mich., a vice chairman of the Constitution and By-Laws Committee in 1955-56.

R. Stedman Sloan, 79, of Columbia, S.C., who served for more than 30 years as State Service Officer for South Carolina until retiring in 1965.

W.J. Chamberlin, 92, of Lakeside, Calif., who held membership in the Oregon Legion, a Past Dep’t Cmdr of Oregon (1934-35) and Oregon’s Nat’l Executive Committeeman in 1939-41.


Thomas H. Hayden, 76, of Louisville, Ky., Past Dep’t Adjutant (1924-57) and former director of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Servicemen’s Board. An Army pilot in WW1, he landed the first military plane in Louisville during those war years. (News continued on page 32)
NEW POSTS

The American Legion has recently charted the following new posts:


OUTFIT REUNIONS

Reunion will be held in month indicated. For particulars write person whose address is given.

NOTES

Readers who can help these veterans are urged to tell us. Usually a statement is needed in support of a VA claim.

Claims are not only to the request of American Legion Service Officers representing claimants, using Search For Witness Forms available only from State Legion Service Officers.

USSE Escape (ARS-6, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, April 1952)—Need information from any comrades who recall that Robert Paul Pfiff had injured his back while on duty when carrying equipment. Particularly anxious to hear from the ensign who was duty officer (name unknown): Krone, BNC (Miss.); Kaisen, SN (Tow); Misc., SN (Tow); Mc- Donough (Mass.); CWO Calhouin, Div. Officer (N.J.); Morsh, SN (Ala.); Volm (Wis.); Young, SN (La.); Lambro, GM (Boston area); Halloran (Mass.); a 1st C) Frank A. Smith, RN (Wis.); Norris, SN (Pa.); King (Colo.); Babcock, BNS (Pa.); Talbot, RM (Fla.). The American Legion Magazine, 1335 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019.
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Navy

1st BuNavalMilitia(N.Y.)—(May)CharlesBuschakimer,273ConcordRd.,Youngers,N.Y.10710

7thSeabees(WWII)—(July)CliffordBunnell,414VictoriaParkDr.,SanJose,Calif.95136
44thSeabees(WWII)—(July)MollonGriffin,5603S.Pittsburg,Tula,Okla.74135
11thSeabees—(June)PeterSorozoff,P.O.Box1693,SalLegano,Calif.94577
11thSeabees—(July)JohnJohnson,446CircleAve.,ForestPark,Ill.60139

LCS53Crew—(July)ClydeCornelle,5187526thAve.,CorpusChristi,Texas,78402

LST87—(July)JohnGriskis,613Hollywood,Ave.,Hollywood,Fla.33020

91stSeabees—(June)PeterSorozoff,P.O.Box1693,SalLegano,Calif.94577

Shake,Twin,island,Minn.55112

VernHarrison(left),AdjutantofPost79,
Mcalester,Okla.,presentsa1972membershipcardtoFrankMcSherry.Itwasthe
10,000thenrollmenttransmissionHarri-
sonhasmadeforPost79sinc1952.

EdwardJ.FeessandAlphonseRoy(both
1972),Post232,Barnegat,N.J.

RafaelS.TafynnandJohnEMorgan(both
1972),Post44,TruthorConsequences,N.
México.

ThomasIndell,JohnH.Isquith,M.D.,Sam-
uelA.Isquith,M.D.,StanleyKohlHarry
Perlmutter(all1971),Post14,Brooklyn,N.Y.

FrankC.Love,FrancisW.Judkins,James
H.MerrittandJohnE.Rogers(all1971),Post
41,Syracuse,N.Y.

BernardM.Ty,FrankRobillard,JohnP.
Burns,BernardCaryandRalphMontondo
(both1972),Post79,Massena,N.Y.

JohnNCook,ArthurW.Eisenberg,George
A.Hallpeny,A.LeesongwayandWilliam
H.Underwood(all1972),Post238,Rochester,

EarleD.Armstrong(1970),Post375,Hamil-
ton,N.Y.

RichardCLounsbury(1971),Post401,
Osweego,N.Y.

HoraceC.McKeeganandClairJ.Brickler
(both1972),Post474,Rochester,N.Y.

CurtHathaway,HaroldHalahan,William
Thompson,DanielJockandEdMulligan(all
1971),Post514,Winthrop,N.Y.

RobertKron,GeraceA.Lefferts,William
MacDonaldandPeterL.May(both1972),Post
685,Jervey,N.Y.

GeraldMayo(1972),Post767,Champlain,N.Y.

GaleB.Root,NeilS.Sullivan,FrankADoughertyandFentonYehl(all1972),Post72,
Belleville,N.J.

GeorgeA.BergenandMaynardL.Haynes
(both1972),Post950,Philadephia,Pennsylvania.

MaxBlum,ErnestDBartley,JosephC.
Keilner,WilliamE.KellyandGeorgeAElliott
(all1972),Post1290,Jamaica,N.Y.

DavidF.Josephson(1971),Post1280,
Cassadaga,N.Y.

OrlandoGrove(1971),Post1636,Brooklyn,
N.Y.

G.M.Morgan,HarryReukauandMWill-
iamss(all1972),Post137,Ellendale,North
Dakota.

FrankHladik,JohnTaveck,JoeChromy,
FrankLovickandGeorgeVolova(all1972),Post
208,Flacke,NorthDakota.

CharlesMoore,JosephLMurdock,Walter
Naber,LloydR.NeffandRayR.Phillips(all
1970),Post11,Lancaster,Ohio.

JohnBenjaminDrexler(1971),Post50,
HonesPath,SouthCarolina.

CarlHeiss,WilliamZailko,E.O.Anderson,
E.L.BabbandR.T.Bagby(all1971),Post7,
Hurson,SouthDakota.

ReubenHurtandMarvinNHolmung(all
1971),Post164,Spearfish,SouthDakota.

HaroldM.Footwood,WoodburnPHarris,
HenryTLangevey,EarlEMeyersandRobertR.
Parker(all1971),Post14,Vergennes, Vermont.

LeoF.HeanorhandW.GlenRardin(all
1971),Post1293,Ronoke,VA.

J.B.Lottis,Sr.,G.E.Osborne,Sr.(both
1970),Post8,SouthBoston,MA.

TheodoreChristianson(1971),Post217,
Bennington,WI.

A.M.NelsonandOttoZieher(both1970),
Post475,Arpin,Wis.

LifeMembershipsareacceptedforpubl-
cationinthisissueasaformaloffici-
NURSERY STOCK SALE!

30% Below Catalog Prices
Every Plant Will Be Labeled
Planting Instructions Included

FLOWERING SHRUBS (1 to 2 feet tall)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>1-2 ft</td>
<td>$6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>3-4 ft</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>5-6 ft</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>7-8 ft</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>9-10 ft</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>11-12 ft</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelia White</td>
<td>13+ ft</td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE FIRST TIME AMERICA WENT TO THE OLYMPICS—1896

(Continued from page 18)

Prince George, who was supervising the measurements, "It was a most disgusting jump," the young prince replied. English adjectives, Connolly learned afterwards, frequently troubled the prince. Disgusting was his word for wonderful.

Indeed, it was. The renegade from Harvard had jumped 45 feet. That was three feet, three inches farther than anyone else. Better yet, this was the first finish on the program. An American, Connolly suddenly realized, had just become the first Olympic champion since Varastad took the boxing title in the last great games centuries before.

"While I stood there telling myself that I had won," the dazed jumper wrote later, "a band of 200 pieces went into action. Before I woke up to what the band was playing, I saw the San Francisco's liberty party standing at attention. I came awake then. That big band was booming out the opening notes of 'The Star-Spangled Banner' and two Greek sailors were slowly hoisting an American flag to the top of a lofty flagpole in the center of the arena. Why, it was a moment to inspire!" Small wonder. The Boston boy whose coach had to ask what the Olympics were, was, for all time, the first modern Olympic champ!

Two bearded Greeks he had never seen before kissed him on both cheeks, "but it was all right." The King waved, the Queen bowed, Connolly saluted. "My feet may have hit the ground here or there, but mostly I felt myself being floated across the arena on a roaring wave of sound," he said, as he headed for the dressing rooms. There, the still-dazzled American regained enough composure to "graciously pose for four artists and any number of photographers."

CONNOLLY'S triumph was a bitter disappointment to Greek national pride. They desperately had wanted to win the first finish of the new games. Now they pinned their hopes on the discus throw, the final finish on opening day. There was every reason to take heart. By custom and tradition, Greeks had excelled at discus throwing since ancient times and their national champion, Panagiotis Paraskevopoulos, was a superb athlete. But Princeton's Bob Garrett had made an astonishing discovery that afternoon. The discus borrowed from a friendly competitor was nothing like the rough imitation he'd practiced with at home. Not only was the real thing easier to handle, it weighed far less.

Paraskevopoulos, using the classic Discobolus pose, hurled the disc a whopping 95 feet. A fellow countryman, Sotirios Versis, managed a toss only slightly shorter. Both men performed with "harmony and dignity, beautiful of form like an ancient statue," a partisan Greek observed. Bob Garrett must have made him wince.

The husky Princetonian lumbered up to the mark, flexed the muscles in his long arms, and tried to swing. But he even reversed the position of the feet from that in the classic pose. Maybe that's why his discus sailed far out through the air. When it finally landed, every Greek in the stadium moaned. Garrett had bested their champion by a good seven inches. "Nobody was more surprised than I was when they gave me the prize," Garrett conceded. By today's record, over 200 feet, his pitch was puny. But for a man who had never seen much less thrown—a real discus before, it was a remarkable achievement, one of the most astounding athletic upsets of all time. And, of course, the Princeton youth became the second modern Olympic champion.

Things went from bad to worse after that for everyone—except the Americans. Ellery Clark (20' 9¾"), Garrett and Connolly swept the broad jump in one, two, three order. Then Clark added the high jump with a highly respectable performance for those days (5' 11¼"), while Connolly and Garrett took second and third behind him. Tom Burke, the only runner to use the crouched start, romped away with the 100-meter (12 sec.) and the 400-meter run (54.2 sec.). A German named Hoffmann beat out the other two Americans who qualified for the finals of the 100, but Jamison took 2nd to Burke in the 400. Garrett stepped up again and walked away with a second championship by winning the shot-put (36' 2").... John and Sumner Paine coped with the major problems of American baseball.
first and second in the 25-meter revolver contest, and Sumner Paine won the 30-meter revolver match "against the pick of the military and civilian shots of Europe." Welles Hoyt took the pole vault—called "pole jump" at the time—by clearing the bar at 10' 9 3/4", and Tyler took second. Tom Curtis scored a victory in the 110-meter hurdles (17.6 sec.), a tragic surprise to Grantly Goulding, the second-place Britisher.

"I never met a more confident athlete," Curtis remarked later, after noticing the large number of medals which the Britisher constantly wore on his jacket. "He was a better hurdler than I, but he was not so fast on the ground. I beat him in the stretch, whereupon he stopped neither to linger nor to say farewell, but went from the stadium to the station and took the first train out of Athens."

The frequency with which the Stars and Stripes shot up the flagpole during the five-day games was downright embarrassing to the Americans, too. The Greeks were angry, the other athletes discouraged. As a princess of the royal family supposedly put it to an American observer, "I am glad to see the best man win, but I hope you won't sweep everything." About the only thing that eased the strain was the novel way the clean-cut youngsters reacted to each of their victories.

"We gave the regular B.A.A. cheer, which consisted of 'B-A-A! Rah! Rah! Rah!' three times. This never failed to astonish the spectators; they had never heard organized cheering in their lives," Curtis said. The Boston Athletic Association never received such global advertising before or since. Even the King was amused. During the interval, he sent an aide to request that they make "zat fonsee sound once more for heem." Curtis thought it a pity that a group of Yale men were not there to give the King the Frog Chorus as well, but the team repeated the Boston yell again, this time tactfully ending it with a mighty "Zito Hells!" (Long live Greece!).

With that, all was forgiven. The King snapped a salute, his despondent subjects broke into happy applause, and the diplomatic young men with their open good looks and their hair parted down the middle promptly became the entertainment sensation of the Olympics.

The Americans didn't win every event, of course.

Arthur Blake didn't qualify for the 800-meter final, though he took second to Australian Edwin Flack in the 1500. Later he "also ran" in the marathon. The lone American swimmer, Gardner Williams, discovered that the Mediterranean in April was quite different from the warm pools he was accustomed to at (Continued on page 36)
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home. He dove into the icy water to reappear in seconds shrieking, "Blanket—blank. I'm freezing!"—and pounced back onto the floating platform.

Alfred Hajos of Hungary was better prepared. He won two swimming awards and an Australian got one. J.P. Boland, an Englishman who just happened to be in Athens when the games began, took the men's singles in lawn tennis. Then he teamed up with a German and they won the doubles. Two Frenchmen captured the cycling contests, another performed best in epee fencing. A thick-necked Danish weight lifter did best in the two-handed jerk and a Britisher won the one-handed. Louis Zutter of Switzerland received first prize for his workout on the side horse, but Germany managed a half-dozen other awards in gymnastics.

When Karl Schumann—described as "a versatilistic, elderly German who was also ugly"—laid out a handsome Englishman and two favored Greeks for the heavyweight wrestling medal, the crowd gave him another distinction as well. He was the only athlete who was hissed during the 1896 Olympics.

The results were a near tragedy for the dejected Greeks. Their first winner was a fencer, but that was in a special professional match. And of course a Greek won a swimming race limited to men of the Greek navy. They had also won a rope climb and the flying rings in gymnastics, a minor cycling event and a rifle contest—honors that were little better than window dressing. On the next to last day, one of the races was the great marathon, the crowning event of the meet. "If only the Cup would be gained by a child of the soil!" a Greek writer pleaded, expressing a wish his whole nation surely felt.

Beginning at the bridge at Marathon and ending at the stadium in Athens, the route in 1896 followed the same classic course which Pheidippides had raced in 490 B.C. to bring news of the Greek victory over the invading Persians. A run of that distance—some 40 kilometers, about 25 miles—had proved too much for Pheidippides. He toppled dead in the marketplace as soon as he delivered the message. The Olympic Committee of 1896 took no chances this time. They stationed cabs with medical supplies and doctors at discreet intervals and ordered that Greek troops and a squad of cavalry patrol the entire route.

Precisely at two o'clock on Sunday afternoon, April 10th. 25 runners began the long trot toward Athens. Arthur Blake represented the United States. The Frenchman, not running "vairy slow," was Albin Lermusiaux. Flack, the Australian, kept step with Spiridon Loues, a spindly little Greek shepherd who was racing only because an ex-commanding officer had said that he showed great endurance in forced army marches.

But the Frenchman set a grueling pace. He was in first place at the village of Pikarni, 30 minutes into the race. Flack, his nearest competitor, was a mile behind. Then came Blake and a Hungarian, Gyula Kellner. Finally, Loues appeared. "Never mind," he told the anxious villagers, "I will overtake them and beat them all.

The way was rocky and dusty, the weather hot and humid. Runners began dropping in their tracks, a few at first, then more and more. Blake collapsed at the half-way point. Lermusiaux faltered after 32 kilometers. Flack took the lead and glanced over his shoulder. Loues had slogged up to second place, plodding steadily along with a host of Greek onlookers running beside him. One kilometer later, the Greek shepherd caught up and passed Flack. Three more kilometers and Flack slowed to a walk, gasped for breath, fell down.

Greek cavalrymen galloped to Athens with the news. Loues was in the lead—with four kilometers left to run! The stadium went wild. Shortly, a signal flashed from the portal. A runner was approaching. Prince Constantine and Prince George left the royal box and hurried to the tall, arched colonnades through which the winner would pass. The crowd, in a frenzy now, screamed its approval.

It was a glorious finish. Loues, wearing the colors of Greece, still keeping his deliberately slow pace, trotted into the stadium. With the two princes jogging at his side, he made a final lap around the cindered oval and breasted the tape. His nearest rival, another Greek, appeared seven minutes later. And the next three runners to finish were also Greek. The cheering was earsplitting. Hats and red fezzes filled the air. Someone even released dozens of white doves as a gesture of the nation's redeemed reputation.

"Every reward which the ancient rites heaped on an Olympic victor, and a lot new ones, were showered on the conqueror." Tom Curtis remarked, watching as the Greeks poured out their adulation. "The games ended on this happy and thrilling note."

Indeed, the shooting, swimming and bicycle events of the next day (Apr. 11) were anticlimactic.

There were torchlight parades, a specially staged musical version of Sophocles' *Antigone*, banquets, receptions. The King hosted a breakfast for all the athletes and asked the Americans to repeat their Boston cheer. The Greek Government illuminated the Acropolis with electric lights. The crew of the San Francisco, determined as ever not to be outdone, countered with a dazzling fireworks display from the cruiser's rigging.

On April 15, King George conferred the awards to the individual winners—branches of wild olive plucked from trees at Olympia for the victors. Laurel wreaths for the runners-up. Prize winners also received certificates, called "diplomas" by the Americans, and silver and bronze medals for the first and second place. (The Olympic Committee then thought gold too tainted with lure to use for first place.) The athletes then lined up by nationality and paraded around the arena track, led by Spiridon Loues proudly waving a Greek flag and carrying the Cup of Marathon. After completing the circuit, they reassembled before the King. "I proclaim the ending of the first Olympiad," the monarch announced, his voice as solemn as the week before.

"Our victory would have been greater," the New York Times needlessly editorialized, "had the programme been modernized and included a football match." Adding another win to the collection was really unnecessary.

The United States was already the Olympic victor with 11 firsts and six second place medals. Of 13 men who went, only Francis Lane, who won a heat of the 100 meters, and swimmer Williams—who didn't compete—failed to come home with at least a second place medal. Garrett took two firsts and a second—as well as a third behind two of his countrymen. Clark and Burke each won twice. Jim Connolly and Sumner Paine each won one and a second. Hoyt, Curtis

(Continued on page 38)
How to Make Up to 13 1/2% or More on Your Savings – All Fully Insured

TIGHT MONEY. Regulation Q, and the much-touted "Protection of the Consumer," are key ingredients in a flammable mixture about to be ignited by a book which could explode in the face of the commercial banking industry this year. This says: "The average people who have saved a few dollars in the form of savings accounts are not in the habit of gaining any profit from their investments—indeed they have been forced to accept real losses—by what amounts to a government racket. These deposits have been complicated, perhaps, to the growth of our economy than any other group, and it is unjust that controls apply only to interest rates to depositors, while there are no controls over the inflationary wage and price increases. Conditions permitting this 20 years of discrimination should be changed immediately."

"I am quoting from a book, titled, "Don't Bank On It! How To Make Up to 13 1/2 per cent and More On Your Savings—All Fully Insured." The book is dedicated "to the members of the median income group, those truly forgotten men who lose savings deposits and that banking, as we know it, possible."

"Don't Bank On It!" I'll be coming out at an auspicious time, as the general public is becoming more aware of the higher interest rates, and, thanks to truth in lending, it being conditioned to look at rates of 12 or 15 per cent at low. No doubt Mr. S. L. J. in a few months a recognition that 4 or 5 percent is peanuts.

Read The Banking Industry Itself Says About This Startling Volume! NEW BOOK COULD UPSET THE SAVINGS APPRECIATOR

About the Authors

Martin J. Meyer is president of the National Depositors Cooperative Association. He also serves as Vice President and Secretary of Intercept Telephone Communications, Inc., a new international cable and telegraphic inter-organizing organization. Mr. Meyer has written numerous magazine articles on banking, thrift, and inflation.

Dr. Joseph M. McDaniel, Jr., recently elected President of the World Health Organization, was Secretary of the Ford Foundation from 1953 until his retirement in 1964 and Dean of the School of Commerce at Northwestern University. His distinguished career includes government service with the Economic Cooperation Association.

At this moment, in this entire country, out of the over hundred million people who have savings accounts, only about forty thousand of them use these techniques. They are still brand-new—virtually unknown. Only now has a book been published that reveals to them every man and woman who is willing to risk an $8 stamp to learn them.

The time required to read this book from cover to cover is approximately one week. Or, if you wish to skip the bank's background at its beginning, it will take you about an hour or two to learn these "Bank-Controls" techniques themselves. And once you learn them, from that moment on, you will be able to exploit every legal loophole in the entire banking system, including:

How to get more than 8% interest per year as an absolute minimum. How rarely any more work than filling out your deposit slip in a different way. And then go from there the rest of the way up to as much as 19% to 25% in special situations, for limited periods!

How to protect yourself against the possibility of interest rates dropping in the future. So you'll never have a higher interest rate available to you today, even if tomorrow your friends find their returns in their savings cut in half!

How to make banks pay interest to you on your money you don't really even have on deposit—on non-sitewritten money—on money you have long since prepaid! (And the bank loves you for it. Because, no matter how much you make, they make more! Page 143 shows you how.)

Yes, how you can even earn high interest on your credit card! So that you are now earning interest on other people's money—and spending it at exactly the same time!

Closing Out

Savings Book—How to make up to 13 1/2% or more on your savings—All Fully Insured

Special Warning Section: Two common mistakes, that unknowingly trap thousands of depositors every year, that could completely destroy your savings!

And to how defer income tax on the interest you get. Two plans that offer marvelous tax-sheltered advantages.

Prove Every Penny of It Yourself—Entirely At Your Risk!

The top money men in this country—the very banks themselves—use these techniques! Why shouldn't you? All you risk to learn them all can be stamped with the Coupon below! Why not send it In—and start your savings earning double and triple interest—8% to 13 1/2% or more—TODAY?

* * * * * * *

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY!

JAY NORRIS CORP., Dept. AJ-65, 227 E. 45 St., N.Y.C. 10017

Please rush me: ___ (quantity) copy(ies) of DON'T BANK ON IT. I understand the book is mine for $8.75 complete. In addition, I understand that I may examine this book for a full 30 days entirely at your risk. If at the end of that time, I am not satisfied, I will simply return the book to you for every cent of my money back.

- SAVE! Order TWO for $16.00 complete. Makes an ideal gift Enclosed is $ check or $ money order for total of $ .

New York residents add sales tax. Name (print):

Address:

City:

State: Zip

© Jay Norris Corp., 1972
WHO ELSE WANTS TO BEAT THE HORSES?

I'll send you free information in a plain envelope about the same method used by "guru" and "insiders" who regularly take their place at race tracks and pay off winners. We call it Bet-O-Meter. And it's so good that a doctor friend of ours from San Diego informs us that he won $17,600 in two weeks, using Bet-O-Meter at the Caliente track, for Trotters and Thoroughbreds.

Bet-O-Meter Information Is Free

Seminar in writing... I came out a winner at all tracks—thoroughbred, harness and even devotedly Bet-O-Meter points only at "live" and "hot" horses—but that's only part of the story. Why not find out for yourself? Write today—Full information is free!

A. G. Illich
697 East 219 St. (Dept. 110-A) Bronx, N.Y. 10467

Free Chair/Table Catalog

- Office & Lounge Furniture
- Banquet & Meeting Furniture
- Tennis Tables
- Coat/Hat Racks

Adirondack
276-O Park Ave. So.; N.Y.C. 10010

DRINKING BIRD

Lucky, the amazing bird that never seems to die. Fills him and watches while he continuously drinks the water he rolls down into water—drinks away! Keeps bottoming up bowl, never spills. He never sleeps. An unbelievable mimic that will laugh at $1.50 value. Earn Extra Money. Make Lucky his friend. For one only $1.90 postpaid. 1 doz. $9.90. 2 doz. $19.50. 12 doz. $99.00. (Sample $1.00) Order today. We pay postage.

Lakeside Co.; Dept. L-85-43; 6604 N. Campbell; Chicago, Ill. 60645

Martins' Flags

No Kind Displays for Organizations-Towns-Schools-Fairs

Prompt shipment. Ask for our colorful WINCESALE Catalog for 1972.

MLTIN'S FLAG CO., FORT DODGE, IOWA 50501

MAKE $1 AN HOUR AT HOME

Let Me Prove it To You FREE!

I'll show you how Plastic Laminating at home, spare time, can give you as much as $12 each hour you operate. Latest machine sets up anywhere. Easy. Fun. No experience needed. We furnish everything. We'll even help you start. So happy is the-going, No salesman will call.

WARRER, Dept. L-8-90, 1517 Jarvis, Chicago, Ill. 60626

Hydraulic Jack Repairs

Earn While You Learn in Your Spare Time

Trained and qualified mechanics needed NOW to service expensive hydraulic jacks. BIG opportunity for ambitious men. We show you NOW—on your basement or garage to earn some extra cash in an expanding industry. Don’t wait, ACT NOW! Get the facts.

Write for folder No. 4-A and free bonus offer.


SpaRE TIME Cash Sells ON Sight!

Sell new bikinis, Golden Medal Social Security Plates, a spare time for BIG PROFITS. Millions waiting to buy. No inventory or obligation whatever. Send for FREE SAMPLE and COMPLETE SALES KIT NOW!

RusSelleProucts Co., P.O. BOX 25 AL-30 PUrsLAKI, TENN. 38476

THE FIRST TIME AMERICA WENT TO THE OLYMPICS—1896

(Continued from page 36)

and John Paine each won a championship. Tyler, Jamison and Blake each took a second place.

Nine of 11 firsts and five of six second place medals were won in track and field events, which, as Connolly pointed out, "were the great thing."

America’s first Olympic team never forgot those games of 1896.

For jumper Ellery Clark they signified "the true ideal in sports—the brotherhood of man." One of Tom Curtis’ fondest memories was when he stood in the vacant stadium on marathon day, long after the race was over. Suddenly, an exhausted Frenchman came sauntering "vairy slow" through the portals and passed in front of the empty royal box. He still wore his white kid gloves, even though "ze Keeng" was not there to see him.

Distance runner Arthur Blake always remembered a post-games picnic with the royal family. Prince Constantine was particularly interested in how Americans played baseball and asked for a demonstration. The collegians translated the rules as best they could. They appointed Prince Constantine catcher; his brother, Prince George, pitcher, and named Curtis batter. The ball was an orange. On the first pitch, Curtis swung the make-shift bat—a walking stick—and "struck not wisely but too well." The orange split in halves and splattered the front of Constantine’s best court uniform. He joined in “the somewhat subdued laughter,” one reason Blake believed—in the slang of the day—that “the whole Greecian royal family are regular bricks.”

Homecoming was the greatest thrill for some team members. No longer did Americans ask: “What Olympics?” Over 400 students escorted the Princeton team back to the campus when their ship, appropriately named Spree, docked at New York. In Boston, a band playing “See, The Conquering Hero Comes” welcomed the B.A.A. squad home. Even Francis Lane, who returned empty-handed, remembered that “The important thing in the Olympic Games is not winning but taking part. The essential thing in life is not conquering but fighting.”

Across the years, other American athletes have heard those words of the Olympic Creed and earned their own share of memories—tragic Jim Thorpe, the American Indian who later was shorn of the medals he won during the 1912 Stockholm games because he’d played some semipro baseball; the great sprinter and jumper Jesse Owens at Berlin in 1936; decathlon champion Bob Mathias in 1948 at London; young swimmer Don Schollander, winner of four gold medals in Tokyo in 1964. But no man can ever top James Connolly’s goose flesh when America went to the Olympics the first time. Late on the afternoon of opening day, he stood at attention “with eyes afloat and ears to strain below” as Old Glory rose up the flagpole and “The Star-Spangled Banner” echoed across the field.

“It was a moment in a young fellow’s life,” he said. “I had won an Olympic victory for my country, and atop of that I was the first Olympic winner in,500 years. South Boston, I thought happily, will be pleased to get word of it.”

And, he probably added with a mischievous gleam in his eyes, so would Harvard.
How to get rich

How can you get rich some day? Make a hit record...Mail, a killing on the stock market...or invent a gadget like the hula hoop?

For most of us, these are just dreams. But have you ever stopped to think that there is a way to get rich—possibly only one sure way? Most fortunes, as you know, are made by people who own their own businesses.

Perhaps you've thought of starting a small business of your own...a franchised drive-in, or maybe a service business. Trouble is, you need $10,000 to $15,000 to get started and even then it's a gamble—with slim chance of ever making really big money.

But there is one business which could make you rich—almost overnight! And the beauty of it is, you can start on a shoestring during your spare time, even while holding your regular job.

Cash by Mail

The business is Mail Order—and it's fabulous! Come up with a 'hot' new item...and WHAM! It strikes like a bolt of lightning!

Suddenly, you are deluged with cash orders from all over the country...MORE MONEY than you could ever make in a lifetime!

Like the Vermont dealer who ran one ad in Sports Afield Magazine. His ad pulled 22,000 orders—over A HALF MILLION DOLLARS IN CASH!

There is no other business where you can make a fortune so quickly!

• A beginner from Newark, N.J. ran his first small ad in House Beautiful offering an auto clothes rack. Business Week reported that his ad brought in $5,000 in orders. By the end of his first year in Mail Order, he had grossed over $100,000!

• Another beginner—a lawyer from the midwest, sold an idea by mail to fisherman. Specialty Salesman Magazine reveals, "He made $70,000 the first three months!"

Proof

It's a fascinating business! Running ads in newspapers and magazines—mailing gift catalogs...getting cash orders in your daily mail—steady as clockwork.

There is no other business where you can start on a shoestring and pyramid your profits—without investing in merchandise! One husband and wife mail order team took in $40,000 selling one item. They have NO ADS in national magazines...didn't invest a cent in merchandise, and even got the supplier to ship all orders for them!

These exceptional cases are absolute proof that you can get rich in your own Mail Order business. Very rich. Even a U.S. Gov. Report stated: "A number of one-man Mail Order enterprises make up to $50,000!"

Pick up any magazine. Notice how the same mail order ads are repeated...month after month? That's concrete proof! You know those ads wouldn't be repeated over and over again—unless they were bringing in big cash profits to their owners.

The Secret

The secret of getting rich in Mail Order lies in financial leverage. It's a little-known, almost secret method—using other people's capital to make money for you.

You can get thousands of dollars worth of advertising in big national magazines—without investing your own money. And you don't have to write a single ad. Tested and proven ads are prepared for you by experts. Reinvest the profits from your first successful ad—to get more, larger ads, and your profits begin to snowball! It's like building a chain of stores...each new store puts more money in your pocket.

You mail out beautiful catalogs which offer hundreds of dollars worth of fine, quality gifts—yet you don't invest one cent of your own money in merchandise! Your catalogs are printed with your name and address, so all orders come to you. Everything is "drop-shipped" for you, and there's up to 100% mark-up! You pocket the cash profits immediately—even before the orders are shipped to your customers!

Repeat orders alone, just from mailing catalogs, could bring you a steady income for the rest of your life!

"Yes, Mail Order is the fastest-growing, most profitable business in America! And now, with more people moving to the suburbs...the population explosion...and the expanding teenage market...we are on the verge of the BIGGEST BOOM in Mail Order history!"

Now, with the help and backing of Mail Order Associates, Inc., of Montvale, N.J., you can follow the same proven steps to Mail Order success—using the 'secret' of financial leverage!

Start Now

We supply you with beautiful gift catalogs throughout the year. All products are drop-shipped for you, with up to 100% mark-up! You get free samples of top-selling mail order items, plus monthly trade reports on 'hot' new products...tested, successful ads are sent to you monthly. You get advertising directories, postal laws, complete courses, expert guidance—EVERYTHING you need to practically guarantee your SUCCESS. Why? Because our business depends upon your success. It's mutually profitable!

A recent feature article in Income Opportunities Magazine stated, "Mail Order Associates Inc., offers the most comprehensive Mail Order program ever offered to beginners." They go on to say, "This could be the opportunity you've been looking for. A chance to get in on the ground floor in a little-known business which we believe is on the verge of a new boom."

Free

We are now accepting a limited number of charter members in our new Mail Order Program. No previous experience is required but you must be over 21.

If you are sincerely interested in starting a profitable business of your own...if you can see the tremendous advantages which Mail Order offers...then ACT NOW!

Mail the coupon today, or simply send your name and address on a postcard. No salesman will call. We will send you a free book—gift catalog, reprints of feature articles, plus complete facts about our program. Write to:

Mail Order Associates, Inc., Dept. 175
Montvale, New Jersey 07645

Mail Order Associates, Inc., Dept. 175
Montvale, New Jersey 07645

Please rush complete details on your Mail Order Program. I understand everything is free and there is absolutely no obligation. I am over 21.

Name 
Address 
City State Zip

Rush Coupon for FREE BOOK!

plus reprints of Mail Order articles
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allows a virus to turn a normal cell into a cancerous cell and keep it that way.

At Columbia University, the Temin-Baltimore experiments have been followed up in another way. Drs. Sol Spiegelman, Jeffrey Schom and others have found that those viruses known to produce cancer in animals—about 110 of them—are always associated with reverse transcriptase.

Furthermore, the Columbia team was able to cause virus RNA to transform the normal DNAs of mice in test tubes. Then they took RNA from human cancer cells (since they aren't allowed to inject cancer viruses in people) and put it together with the altered mouse DNA. The two blended, meaning that they carried the same instructions. This isn't true at all in normal human and mouse cells, and to make sure normal human RNA wouldn't match the altered mouse DNA in this experiment they tried it. The two did not blend.

This powerful confirmation of Temin-Baltimore. The orders to cells in cancerous mouse tissue and in human cancer look like the same orders.

Further, the instructions that matched in both instances were the instructions that virus RNA had given the mouse DNA. Conclusion: the human RNA got its orders via viruses, too.

The Columbia work panned out in 67% of the matchings of human breast cancer RNA with altered mouse DNA, and in 90% of matchings of human leukemia RNA. A strong correlation was also found in matchings of human RNA in sarcoma, another common cancer.

If all this was exciting enough after so many years on the cancer trail with little fruit, more soon came from Berkeley. There, Nobel prize winner Dr. Melvin Calvin piled another discovery on top of Temin's and Baltimore's. He found that a drug originally invented to combat TB can deactivate reverse transcriptase. With this, the new knowledge about how things work moved into a field of possible attack. The name of the drug is rifampicin. It had earlier been found to kill cancer cells in test tubes in some way that may not now be as mysterious as it was then.

These findings and others in this area have set the scientific community on its ear. Hundreds of scientists—many funded by the National Cancer Institute, some direct beneficiaries of the Cancer Act of 1971—are now busy in their labs trying to take further steps.

The work of Temin, Baltimore and the others is not a matter of individual heroes. Hundreds of scientists had to perform thousands of experiments before

Temin and Baltimore could make their discovery. Continued progress toward either a dead end or a routine way to treat or prevent cancer will take nobody knows how much more work.

The project is vastly more complicated than our simple description. Temin, for instance, was working on one strain of a chicken virus (the one Peyton Rous isolated between 1910 and 1920 which was then forgotten for 30 years). Baltimore's original work was done on a mouse leukaemia virus. Far from having said the last word on the subject, the importance of their work is that they seem to have said the first word on it.

Still, the scientists think they're on to something big. And it was this conviction, communicated to Congress and to the President, that made passage of the Cancer Act of 1971 a near certainty.

The Cancer Act doesn't put all its eggs in one basket. Its largesse will be spread over other cancer fronts, too. The virus-RNA work holds enough promise to encourage a huge investment in following it up as far as possible as fast as possible. But what it can lead to, or when it will get there is still hidden in a clouded crystal ball. It might take us all the way to lick someone cancer, but consume years and years. It might vastly increase our knowledge, but fall short of telling us some easy way to lick cancer with that knowledge. Will cancer say "Uncle" in a few months to some human application of rifampicin, or will it turn out that the drug works fine on test tube cancers but not in living bodies in any conceivable application? Will a curative drug that deactivates the enzyme be preferable to a vaccine—or many different vaccines? If not, perhaps as much or more work many have to be done in immunology as has yet been done on DNA or RNA. Will some new discovery about virus RNA or something else unveil a whole new line of attack that hasn't yet occurred to anyone? Will we find a way to cure three or 42 types of cancer with easy medication while many other types defy us?

Will we discover, happily, some way of treating cancer by neutralizing reverse transcriptase that will handle the attacks of all 110 known cancer viruses and all yet to be discovered? Or will we have to battle many of them separately?

Nobody knows the answers, but a good part of the Cancer Act funds will be spent accelerating the chase down the hot virus trail. The doors have been opening so fast, without such massive help, that there are great hopes that the Cancer Act will be a crash program as effective as earlier crash programs on the Manhattan Project (atomic bomb) and the Apollo moon program. Of course, the way to the end of cancer is not seen as clearly as the way to the moon or atomic reactions were. For them, all the theory existed—and that's not true of cancer yet.

The Cancer Act funds will open up the magnificent laboratories at Fort Detrick, Md., for cancer research as part of the National Cancer Institute, and 70% of the funds spent there will probably follow the virus trail. Fort Detrick formerly housed the government's biological warfare labs, which are being converted to cancer research at a cost of $6 million.

However, millions of people might die of cancer before we get to the end of the virus trail, even if it pans out, since nobody has any idea how long it will take if it does pan out. So Cancer Act funds will further the war against the disease in many other areas.

The National Cancer Institute—part of the government's great National Institute of Health headquartered at Bethesda, Md.—will get a big shot in the arm. The cancer institute began its work in 1938. As recently as 1956 it had $25 million a year to spend on cancer research and treatment. By 1971, it had $234.4 million. The new bill will allow it $400 million in 1972, $500 million in 1973 and $600 million in 1974. That's most of the $1.6 billion, but 80% of it. As usual, will be spent by the institute to private grants and contracts—the Temins, Baltimores, Calvins, Spiegelman's, etc., and their university labs; to corporate labs of drug companies and the like, and so on. Even so, the cancer institute's Fort Detrick, for example, is expected within two years to employ about 600 scientists and backup workers

(Continued on page 42)
Prosperity can be yours for 50¢ a day!

THE LAND BUY OF A LIFETIME...
SAN LUIS VALLEY RANCHES
IN BOOMING COLORADO!

$395 PER ACRE*

- GUARANTEED INVESTMENT PLAN
- NO INTEREST
- NO DOWN PAYMENT
- NO SALESMAN'S COMMISSIONS

COLORADO IS BOOMING
Early buyers reaped fortunes in the Denver area. Land bought for $200.00 an acre was sold for $20,000.00. The opportunity for profits like this in Denver are gone... but a new area of Colorado is opening for public sale for the first time...

SAN LUIS VALLEY RANCHES
The future here is unlimited. The San Luis Valley Ranches are located in the heart of the beautiful San Luis Valley, surrounded by ranges of the Rocky Mountains. This is beautiful land, level to rolling. The air is clean; the climate healthy. All Ranches are accessible by graded roads. This is a perfect place for raising children, retirement or as a vacation paradise.

RECREATION
Every outdoor recreation is here. Hunting for duck, elk, deer and bear. Camping and exploring in the Rio Grande National Forest. You'll find great fishing, boating and water skiing within 3 miles of your property. Wolf Creek Pass, only 60 miles away, offers wonderful skiing and winter sports. Yes, the San Luis Valley is truly a scenic and recreation wonderland.

ALL THIS AND MODERN CONVENIENCES TOO!
The cities of Alamosa and Blanca are friendly neighbors, with stores, supermarkets, schools, churches and a hospital. Blanca is less than 3 miles and Alamosa 14 miles from San Luis Valley Ranches. Alamosa is the home of Adams State College, one of Colorado's fastest growing Institutions of higher learning.

YOU CAN BUY WHERE THE GIANTS INVEST!
You can feel a lot better about buying land where you know large corporations are investing. In the San Luis Valley, Forbes, Inc., publishers of the world's most respected financial magazine, recently bought a giant 168,000 acre ranch nearby San Luis Valley Ranches. Malcolm Forbes, their president, publicly stated that he will turn the ranch into the largest and best known game preserve in the country, leaving the natural beauty untouched.

THE PRICE IS STILL LOW—NO DOWN PAYMENT!
*Just $395.00 per acre in 5 acre parcels. Your total monthly payment is $15.00, LESS THAN 50¢ A DAY. There is no down payment, no interest, no salesman commissions, no carrying charges of any kind. Every cent you pay is applied to the purchase price of your land.

WATCH YOUR DOLLARS GROW...
Remember, this is acreage, not just a little plot of ground. Your 5 acre ranch will be equal in size to 20 city lots. We all know about the fortunes made by original investors in Denver. So...

ACT NOW—RANCHES ARE GOING FAST
As you might imagine, property at this price and these terms is going fast. Return the Reservation Form and a 5 acre parcel will be reserved in your name. No obligation, ACT NOW!

GUARANTEED INVESTMENT PLAN
BUYER MAY AT ANY TIME, WITHIN ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF THE CONTRACT, COMPLETE A COMPANY GUIDED TOUR OF THE SAN LUIS VALLEY RANCHES AREA, AND, IF NOT SATISFIED, REQUEST IN WRITING A REFUND OF ALL MONIES PAID ON THE CONTRACT, THIS REQUEST MUST BE EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION OF SAID TOUR.

SAN LUIS VALLEY RANCHES / BOX 836 / ALAMOSA, COLORADO 81101

YES, RESERVE a 5 acre Ranch for me, I understand the price is $395 per acre (total price $1,975) and my total monthly payment for the 5 acres will be $15... no down payment... no interest nor carry charges. Please rush complete details, FEDERAL LAND REGISTRATION REPORT, purchase contract and map showing the exact location of my property. Enclosed is my $1 reservation deposit which will be credited to my account or fully refunded at my request within 30 days. Reservations subject to prior sale.

THIS OFFER IS SUBJECT TO ALL LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City___________________________ State & Zip________
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at a cost of $20 million a year. According to Dr. J. Roger Porter, Chairman of Microbiology at Iowa College of Medicine, who headed a scientific committee to evaluate Fort Detrick for cancer research, the old biological warfare lab is "one of a kind in the world and a national asset." It has sophisticated containment facilities for handling infectious materials, a maze of barriers to permit men, animals, equipment, air, liquids and solid wastes to move in and out without permitting passage of micro-organisms. It possesses pilot plants which can produce bacteria, viruses and tissue cultures on a scale which very few laboratories on earth—if any—can match.

The Cancer Act of 1971 also authorizes funds for more work in the early detection of cancer. This will receive $20 million this year, $30 million next and $40 million in fiscal 1974. Then, the bill also authorizes the establishment of 15 research centers. There, people who have cancer right now will be treated in conjunction with clinical research studies, benefiting from the best and latest knowledge about the disease. These centers, however, are not designed to replace existing hospitals and cancer clinics, most of which are providing the best cancer care now available.

In addition to this, the Cancer Act authorizes the institute to establish a computerized cancer data bank to collect, catalog, store and disseminate the results of cancer research in this country or abroad. The object is to make sure every scientist in the field knows what others have done—either to take advantage of it, or to prevent duplication. The same provision gives the institute the power to support promising foreign research projects, or American-foreign collaborative efforts.

The Cancer Act also instructs the institute to encourage and coordinate cancer research by industrial concerns (usually drug companies) involved in the field, to support the training of additional scientists, to establish or support the large-scale production and distribution of specialized biological materials for research (such as viruses, cell cultures and lab animals) and set safety standards for their use.

To make sure the institute doesn’t narrow itself too much, the agency is also instructed to consult frequently with a panel of advisors composed of top research scientists and to investigate and use the results of any research in other health fields, should they have any bearing on cancer.

THOSE WHO have been saying that our priorities are "wrong" (whether they are wrong or right themselves) should be very happy with the Cancer Act. It throws a moon-type effort at human misery, disease, fear and death. The use of the old biological warfare labs is sort of symbolic of the new priorities the Act provides.

In summary, the virus-RNA work which seems to justify the accelerated cancer fight more than anything else does, is so remarkable that it stands as a scolding to those who have been knocking technology. The role of viruses has emerged from being one more big question mark to a near certainty. The discovery of how they seem to cause cancer is an eye-opener. The identification of an enzyme on which they depend to cause many cancers, at least, is a breakthrough that came with remarkable swiftness on the heels of virus-RNA discovery. And when at least one drug was quickly identified that can undo the enzyme, the chase down the virus trail seemed to have packed more excitement into the cancer fight in a few short years than our previous pace provided in half a century. Of course, we should never forget that the new discoveries grew from the earlier groping.

Congressmen and senators on opposite sides of the aisle had their own ideas of the details of what the Cancer Act should be. But that didn’t stop them, in the end, from agreeing on the most ambitious, and perhaps most significant, legislative health commitment in history. And as he signed the Act last December, President Nixon said:

"I hope that in the years ahead we can look back on this as being the most significant action taken during this administration. ... We can say this, that for those who have cancer and are looking for success in this field, they at least can have the assurance that everything that can be done by Government, everything that can be done by voluntary agencies in this great, powerful, rich country, now will be done, and that will give some hope, and we hope those hopes will not be disappointed." Since he and the Congress were betting $1.6 billion for us that cancer can be licked, the words hardly seem to be an exaggeration. THE END
Grass Seed Is For The Birds!  
Zoysia Saves Time, Work And Money

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL! ORDER NOW  
AND GET UP TO 200 PLUGS FREE!

By Mike Senkiw
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Your deep-rooted, established
Zoysia lawn saves you time and
money in many ways. It never needs
replacement ... ends re-seeding
forever. Fertilizing and watering
(water costs money, too) are rarely
needed for crabgrass killers permanently.
It cuts pushing a noisy mower in the
blistering sun by ½.

WEAR RESISTANT

When America’s largest University
tested 13 leading grasses for
wear resistance, such as foot scuffing,
the Zoysia (matrella and jap-
pica—Z-52) led all others.
Your Zoysia lawn takes such
wear as cookouts, lawn parties, lawn
furniture, etc. Grows so thick you
may play football on it and
not get your feet muddy. Even if
children play on it, they won’t hurt it—
or themselves.

CHOKE OUT CRABGRASS

Thick, rich, luxurious Zoysia grows into a carpet of grass that
chokes out crabgrass and weeds all summer long! It will NOT
winter kill. Goes off its green color after
killing frost, regains fresh
beauty every Spring—a true perennial!

NO NEED TO RIP OUT PRESENT GRASS

Now’s the time to order your
Zoysia plugs—to get started on a
lawn that will choke out crabgrass
and weeds all summer long and
year after year.
Plug it into an entire lawn or
limited “problem areas”. Plug it into
poor soil, “builder’s soil”, clay or
sandy soils—even salty, beach areas,
and I guarantee it to grow!

PERFECT FOR SLOPES

If slopes are a problem, plug in
Zoysia and let it stop erosion. Or
plug it into hard-to-cover spots, play-
own areas, etc.

PLUG AMAZOY INTO OLD
LAWN, NEW GROUND OR NURSERY AREA

Just set Zoysia plugs into holes in
ground like a cork in a bottle. Plant 1
foot apart, checkerboard style. Every
plug 3 sq. inches.
When planted in existing lawn areas
plugs will spread to drive out old,
unwanted grass, including weeds. Easy
planting instructions with order.

Your Own Supply of Plug Transplants
Your established turf provides you
with Zoysia plugs for other areas as
you may desire.

NO SOD, NO SEED

There’s no seed that produces winter-hardy
Zoysia. Grass and sod or ordinary
sewers are such things as seed—like weeds, diseases, frequent mowing,
burning out, etc. That’s why Amazoy
comes out plugs — your assurance of lawn
success.

FREE
GUARANTEED TO GROW
In Your Area • In Your Soil
• WON’T WINTER KILL—has sur-
vived temperatures 30°below zero!
• WON’T HEAT KILL—when other
grasses burn out, Amazoy remains
green and lovely.

Every plug must grow within 45
days or we replace it free. Since we’re hardly
in business for the fun of it, you know
we have to be sure every order is
valid.
Consider the time and money you invest in your lawn and it doesn’t pay to strug-
gle with grass that burns out just when
you want it most. Order Amazoy now
and let it spread into thrillingly beau-
tiful turf!

FREE
UP TO
200
PLUGS
For Ordering Early!

To: Mike Senkiw, Zoysia Farm Nurseries, Dept. 403
6414 Reisterstown Rd., Baltimore, Maryland 21215

Dear Mr. Senkiw: Please send me the quantity of guaranteed
Amazoy as checked below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 plugs and 25 FREE</td>
<td>100 plugs and 25 FREE</td>
<td>200 plugs and 25 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL 125</td>
<td>TOTAL 125</td>
<td>TOTAL 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUGS</td>
<td>PLUGS</td>
<td>PLUGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$137.50</td>
<td>$177.50</td>
<td>$399.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I Enclose $__________ . . . . Check _________ M.O.

NAME ________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________

CITY ____________________________________

STATE __________________ ZIP __________
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NO NEED TO WEAR A TRUSS FOR RUPTURE

That Binds, Cuts, Gouges, Slips and Does Not Hold!
If you must wear a Truss for Rupture, don't miss this. A Post Card, with name and address, will get you FREE, and without obligation, the complete, modernized Rice Plan of Reducible Rupture Control. Now in daily use by thousands who say they never dreamed possible such severe, dependable, comfortable rupture protection. Safely blocks rupture opening, prevents escape, without need for bulky, cumbersome Trusses, tormenting springs or harsh, gouging pad pressure. Regardless of how long ruptured, size, occupation, or troubles you have worn, TRY THIS, and send your Post Card today to W.S. Rice, Inc., Adams, N.Y. Dept. 8V.

HEAVY DUTY BALL-BEARING PUMP
IRRIGATE • DRAIN • SPRAY • CIRCULATE • All-metal, rust-proof AB. Stainless steel. Use 44 HP or larger. 1 HP for up to 5,200 GPH 80' high or 3,000 GPH from 25' well. 11/4" inlet, 1" outlet. For belt or direct drive $125.95
Type W won't rust or clog. Bronze bearing. Hundreds of thousands in use. Up to 2,400 GPH. 1 1/4" inlet, 3/4" outlet...
Pad. cash with order. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE LABAWCO, Box 21, Belle Mead, N. J. 08002

LEARN MEAT CUTTING
Train quickly in 5 short weeks at Saunde's in a private class limited to 6 to 10 students. Certified by National School of Meat Cutting. Send for big new illustrated free catalog. No obligation. C.T. Supervised.
National School of Meat Cutting, Dept. A-33, Toledo, Ohio 43604

BE A LOCKSMITH! EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Send for free book
Locksmithing Institute, Dept. 1221-042, Little Falls, N.J. 07424

BASEMENT TOILET
FLUSHES UP to sewer or septic tank no digging up floors.
WRITE, McPHerson, INC., BOX 15133 TAMPA, FLA. 33614

CARE
GIVE THE WORLD A HELPING HAND MAIL YOUR CHECK
CARE-W YORK, N.Y. 10010 OR AREA OFFICES

LIFE IN THE OUTDOORS

Stolen Guns

W. ITH the rise in crime, the increased activity of radical revolutionary groups, and the growing restrictions on gun purchases, your personal hunting firearms have become valuable commodities among criminals. They're as desirable as jewels and money. And these thefts are increasing steadily. Here are some tips on how you can safeguard your guns.

Make an accurate list of all your firearms showing make, model, serial number, caliber or gauge and purchase price. Keep all bills of sale; they're proof of ownership should any stolen firearms be recovered. If you haven't bills of sale, make several copies of the list mentioned above, date and sign them, then mail them to yourself in separate envelopes. Keep the envelopes unopened; the postmark will show date of ownership. Also, check your fire-and-theft insurance policy to make sure it covers guns; if it doesn't, also have the policy altered to include them.

Never brag about the number and value of your guns; the information may accidentally reach the ears of a thief. Wall racks and cabinets display your guns nicely, but not only to yourself and friends—also to anyone else who might be tempted to return and steal them. Cabinet locks and locking gun racks are not always foolproof. Find a more secure place. When you go on vacation, leave your guns in a safe position with a trusted friend: an empty house or apartment invites burglars. A steel locker with a heavy padlocked chain around it is one of the safest storage places. A small heavy safe (about $250) will protect handguns as well as other valuables. Also, put your name and address on a small piece of paper and place it between the stock and butt plate (or pad) of each gun for identification. Under the wooden grip of a handgun, another trick is to disassemble your gun and hide the parts in different places: for example, the bolt of a rifle is easily removed for separate storage. Or the barrels of a shotgun or the cylinder of a revolver. Always protect children from guns, and vice versa.

A new private enterprise, the National Stolen Firearms Registry, has been formed by Ernest White, Jr., a Legionnaire of St. Petersburg, Fla., to help owners recover stolen firearms and to protect them from buying others that have been stolen. If a gun of yours has been stolen, you can have the information filed with the registry for $1 for five years. A prospective buyer of a used gun can also contact the registry for $1 to determine if the gun has been listed as stolen; if it is so listed, the original owner could recover his property and the buyer would thus avoid liability. This is a worthwhile project but it requires the cooperation of all sportmen. For complete information, write: National Stolen Firearms Registry, P.O. Box 6305, San Jose, Calif. 95150.

GOURMET trout anglers will appreciate this tip from Mrs. H.E. Eagle of Cadillac, Mich. Broil your trout fresh from the stream on a square of copper, screening which you can carry rolled up in your fishing jacket. Spread it on four rocks over hot coals and use another rock on each corner to hold it flat.

BEFORE backpacking for a camping trip, line the inside of your pack with a large plastic garbage bag, suggests Michael Connor of Bel Air, Md. It will help waterproof the pack. And in an emergency, you can use the bag as a raincoat.

KETCHUP will clean copper spoons and lures, writes Mrs. J. H. Pendergrass of Rutherford, Tenn. Spread some on a toothbrush and scrub, then wash in clear water and polish with a soft cloth.

TO AVOID overloading a boat, here's a tip from Edgar Lahl of San Francisco. Multiply the overall length by the maximum width and divide by 15. Calculated to the nearest whole number, it will give you the approximate number of adults you can carry in good weather.

AN OLD flash light with the front removed and a large nail soldered off the back end makes a great rod holder for bank fishing, writes Dan Schrum of St. Clairsville, Ohio.

If you have a helpful idea for this feature send it in. If we can use it we'll pay you $5.00. However, we cannot guarantee return, or enter into correspondence concerning contributions. Address: Outdoor Editor, The American Legion Magazine, 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.

“HE Comes out here to unwind.”

THE AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE
Barbers talk a lot. Except when they find an electric shaver that outshaves a hand-honed straight razor. Then they keep it to themselves. Until now!

A barber gets $1.50 plus tip for a shave with his electric razor. For years he's kept the brand name hidden with adhesive tape.

Can you rightly blame him? For this professional instrument outshaves his hand-honed straight razor? You won't find it in stores. It's been a secret weapon of master barbers for years. It delivers a barber-close shave that lasts all day long. It does it faster and with less chance of irritation than a straight razor. That's why barbers use it on the toughest beards and the most sensitive skin.

Now the secret is out. A blabbermouthed barber talked. We have it. The Oster Professional Electric Shaver.

**Contoured Head—**
**Like a Barber's Fingers**
The design is a barber's dream. Technically, the shaving head design is called a "double arch contour," because it sets up whiskers just like a barber does with his fingers. It means you get every whisker at one pass—as clean as if you had drawn a hand-honed, surgically sharp, straight razor over your face.

**4,000 Comb Traps—**
**152 Surgical Edges**
Four thousand comb-like perforations trap each whisker right at the skin line. Powerful 120-volt, 60-cycle motor drives the 152 surgical-sharp cutting edges to make the toughest beard disappear magically—without the slightest irritation to even the most sensitive skin.

**So Powerful,**
**Whiskers Turn to Dust!**
Open an ordinary electric shaver and you'll find bits and pieces of whisker. That's because these run-of-the-mill shavers hack and chop your beard. But the Oster Professional Electric Shaver operates at nearly twice the speed—on ordinary household AC current—and actually pulverizes whiskers into fine microscopic dust.

**Separate Trimmer**
**Other Great Features**
No expense was spared to make the Oster Professional Shaver to rigid, master-barber specifications. Motor-driven trimmer operates independently to trim moustaches and sideburns straight and neat for today's new "styled" look. The high-impact plastic housing is sculpted to fit your hand effortlessly. Removable stainless steel head rinses clean under running water. On-off switch, plus separate switch to operate trimmer. The specially counter-balanced drive gives you a smooth, vibration-free shave, and won't cause radio or TV interference. It all adds up to an amazing shaving experience. An electric shave that makes your face come cleaner than a hand-honed surgical steel barber's straight razor—and in a lot less time.

Expecting a hefty price tag? Forget it! The Oster Professional shaver was designed for barbers who don't go for expensive, unneeded frills. The price is regularly only $22.98, complete with carrying case—containing separate cord storage, cleaning brush and head cover. And now, for a limited time only . . . the Oster Professional is yours to enjoy for only $19.98—a healthy $3.00 saving!

**30-DAY FREE TRIAL!**
Treat your face to the Oster Professional Shaver for 30 days—30 days of the smoothest, fastest, closest, most irritation-free shaving you've ever enjoyed . . . either blade or electric! Then, if not completely satisfied, return for a full refund.

**SAVE $3.00 BY ORDERING DURING THIS LIMITED SALE!**

JAY NORRIS CORP., 25 W. Merrick Rd., Dept. AK-66, Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Show me! I'd like to treat my face to the Oster Professional Electric Shaver's barber-close shaves! If it doesn't deliver smoother, faster, closer, more irritation-free shaves than I've ever enjoyed, I understand that I can return my shaver in 30 days for full refund or cancellation of charges ($19.98, plus $1.00 postage and handling—total: $20.98.) N.Y. residents add sales tax.

Enclosed is $ check □ money order

Name ___________________________ (Please Print)

Address __________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________________________

State __________________________ Zip ________________________________

© Jay Norris Corp., 1972
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HEED TAX TIPS—AVOID SLIPS.
A NATIONWIDE “TELESERVICE.”
CHECK “NO-FAULT” INSURANCE.

As you approach settling up last year’s income tax with Uncle Sam, remember that a simple slip can invite an audit of your return. To avoid this embarrassment, accountants tell you to check these minimum points:
1) The deadline for filing this year is April 17 (not the 15th, because that falls on a Saturday). However, if you are claiming a refund, file as early as possible to get your money that much sooner.
2) Be sure to file no matter what your situation. The government can get rough on those who cold-shoulder it.
3) Your name (and your spouse’s) should be clearly written on the return. Ditto your address.
4) You and your wife must list occupations and Social Security numbers (failure to list your Social Security number can draw a fine).
5) Name all of your exemptions.
6) Attach your W-2 forms. Your wage statement must agree with forms.
7) Use the proper tax schedule for your income bracket.
8) Sign and date the return. Otherwise it is not valid.
9) Double-check all figures, and compare them with your work sheet if you use one. Errors in transcribing are easy.
10) Stamp the envelope and send to the right Service Center. If you enclose a check, make it payable to the Internal Revenue Service.

Also be sure you have included any or all of the following in your income: Wages, bonuses, commissions, dismissal pay, savings bank interest, income from trusts or estates, bond interest, business profits, dividends (the first $100 can be excluded; up to $200 can be excluded for man and wife), income from rents, partnerships, and sales of securities or other property.

If you itemize deductions, subtract: Interest on loans and installment purchases, state and local income taxes, state and local sales taxes, state gasoline taxes, personal casualty losses (over $100), alimony, medical expenses (in excess of 3% of adjusted gross income), charitable contributions (up to a point), and—appropriately—fees paid to a tax advisor.

* * *

It’s a safe bet that most people are familiar with Social Security and Medicare only in the very broadest of terms—even when they’re entitled to, or already on, such benefits. The way the majority get specific information is by going to the nearest Social Security office in person.

Actually, there’s a much simpler way to be enlightened: Phone. During the past 18 months Social Security has been building up a nationwide “Teleservice” plan whereby a phone call enables you to:
* Transmit the information needed for benefit applications.
* Change the address of beneficiaries.
* Report missing checks.
* Get on-the-spot data—or request an appropriate publication—on any aspect of Social Security or Medicare.

Incidentally, the questions that seem to puzzle people most are: Do I qualify for Social Security, and, if so, how much do I get? What happens if I retire before 65? If I continue working past 65, what do I lose? What is the status of widows, survivors and divorced people?

* * *

Because more and more states are passing—or at least contemplating—“no-fault” auto insurance, here’s a question worth thinking about: You have a standard vehicle policy; your plan calls for a trip to a state (Florida, perhaps) with a “no-fault” law; when you get there, how are you protected?

Don’t worry too much about it; your insurance company likely has provisions to cover you under the special laws of “no-fault” states. However, it’s a good idea to check with your insurer before you start and get an exact reading from him. The AAA insurance people, for example, prefer to issue an ID card when you drive into “no-fault” territory.

By Edgar A. Grunwald

A VERY CLOSE LOOK AT VEHICLE INJURIES
(Continued from page 23)

vised a test to identify characteristically sleepy people. The pupils of their eyes tend to shrink when they shouldn’t. A normally alert person’s pupils are considerably larger under the same light conditions. The Yoss test is simple. It records the size of the pupils in the eyes of the subject in a darkened room, observing them with infra-red light. The results are compared.

How many people are habitually too sleepy to be safe drivers is uncertain. But a couple of case histories are fantastic. Dr. Yoss cited a man who could hardly drive a few blocks without dozing off. The man never had an accident, because he could feel his next nap coming on and he always pulled off the road to sleep for from ten seconds to five minutes.

The second case was lucky still to be alive at age 25. He discovered when he was 16 that he was given to spells of dozing off (apparently without warning) and was not ever keenly alert. “My driving record,” he said, “consists of over a dozen traffic tickets, several suspensions of my driver’s license, and 15 accidents—both major and minor—all related to my falling asleep. I have had many near accidents and episodes of running off the road. . . . I often fall asleep when stopped in traffic . . . and am awakened by the horn of the car behind me. . . .”

Dr. Yoss has recorded cases of many similar drivers, and notes that each human will occupy one rung or another on a scale of alertness—while when tired we all get like these characteristically sleepy people. He has devised a numbered scale of alertness for his eye-test results, and he figures that anyone who falls below three on his scale isn’t in shape to drive. He hopes someday that the most dangerous cases will be discovered routinely in licensing, and not licensed. There are ways to treat such people, he reported, though in some cases constant medication is required.

The AMM reports cover many other aspects of the problem of physical qualifications for drivers, and of the question of withholding licenses for various health reasons. While some of these questions have been well aired in the press, I found the matter of Dr. Yoss’ sleepy people to be most interesting.

Between them and the dead drunks, I’m about to step up my defensive driving as never before and give up all expectation that the cars around me will ever do anything but the worst. And never again will I holler at another driver: “What’s matter? Are you asleep at the wheel, you idiot?” Maybe he is.
IS YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE HIGH?

Only your doctor can control high blood pressure. Protect yourself 2 ways:

- Get regular medical checkups, and support your Heart Association’s fight against this leading cause of heart attacks and strokes.

**THE AMERICAN LEGION SHOPPER**

STATEHOOD COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS.

34 scarce large stamps issued over the years, each showing a different state. Over $1.50 catalog value—


**DOOR STOP ALARM.** Feel safe at home, motels, etc. This alarm wedge blocks entry . . . loud alarm shrieks warning if somebody tries to enter. 6½" long, 1¾" wide. Uses penlite batteries, not included. Rugged plastic & chrome; handy on/off switch. Only $2.99 post. from Walter Drake, AL12 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901.

**STOPS BURGLARS**

Lip smackin’ fillets of Salted Mackerel

Caught in icy Atlantic waters, and cured in vats the “oie Gloucester way” to the peak of tasty delight. Five pounds of firm, meaty fresh-tasting fillets, flavor-sealed in a wooden pail with tangy brine and shipped to you postage paid. Wide variety of sea food delicacies and gift assortments shown in free catalog. All unconditionally guaranteed. Post your order today to (no C.O.D. Please) $3.60, add 50¢ West of Mass.

**EMBASSY SEAFOODS, INC.**

P.O. Box 165, Dept. L, Gloucester, Mass. 01930

**TELL THE WORLD YOU SERVED! WEAR A COMMEMORATIVE RING**

DELUXE NUMBER, NAME, COUNTRY

New, gold-plated rings, designed for wear in military uniforms. Stamped with your name, branch, and years of service. A ring for every man!

FROM $38 Easy-Pay Plan

PRESTIGE RINGS you’ll be proud to wear. Combine your present affiliation or profession with a lifetime armed service memento. Heavy, man-sized in 10-K gold. America’s largest selection of military rings, over 1,000 combinations, all services, all wars. Prompt delivery. Charge on B of A, M C; Amex cards. Money-back guarantee.

Send for FREE full color catalog today.

ROYAL MILITARY JEWELRY

Box Y-A-4, Apache Jct., Ariz. 85220

KILL LAKE WEEDS

Before

10 lb. con. (Treats 4,000 sq. ft. of lake bottom) $14.95 plus $3 for postage. (50 lb. carton, $50 plus $5 shipping)

Or write for free information to:

**AQUACIDE CO.**

308 Prince St., Dept. R-B, St. Paul, Minn. 55101

**MAGNIFYING GLASSES**

A Blessing For Folks Over 40

Read newspaper, telephone book, Bible and do close work easily. SEE CLEARER INSTANTLY. Not Rx or for astigmatism or eye diseases. 10 day trial. Sturdy, good-looking. Glass precision ground and polished; metal hinges. Send age, sex. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. On arrival pay postman $4.95 plus C.O.D. or send only $4.95 and we pay postage.

PRECISION OPTICAL CO., Dept. 36S, Rochester, Ill. 60601

This section is presented as a service to readers and advertisers. All products are sold with a money-back guarantee. When ordering, please allow a reasonable amount of time for handling and shipping. Be sure to include Zip Code number along with your address.

**NOW! GET 2 REAL OLD INDIAN HEAD CENTS—Only $1**

Only $1 brings you 2 old Indian Head pennies issued before 1965 (one set to customer.) These scarce coins offered to get your name for our mailing list. You will also receive a copy of the most wonderful catalog of coin offers in America. Littelton Coin Co., Dept. 90-1 Littelton, New Hampshire 03561
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PARTING SHOTS

"We were curious as to why, with so little income, you failed to apply to any of the anti-poverty programs."

PLAYING IT SAFE?

A man was so concerned with the state of his health that he kept a miniature drugstore in his home, to combat every known disease. And for added protection, he had on hand a supply of religious amulets. While these protective measures may have given him a sense of security, they did nothing but frighten his wife. The presence in the bathroom of endless rows of medicines and sacred medallions made her extremely nervous. Repeatedly she asked him to remove one group or the other.

"You know how important they are to my health," said the husband. "Why should they upset you so much?"

"Because," exclaimed his wife, "I worry that one of these nights you're going to swallow a St. Christopher's medal instead of a sleeping pill."

INSTANT REACTION

A suburbanite installed automatic garage doors for his wife.

"Do they really work?" he was asked by the neighbor.

"You better believe it," he answered. "She doesn't even have to push the button. When they see her coming up the driveway, they fly open in sheer terror."

MEANWHILE, BACK AT HOME PLATE . . .

While our eight-year-old son was playing baseball in a church-sponsored summer league we attended games at every opportunity and cheered the boys on lustily. Following one of those zany, high scoring games that only boys of that age seem capable of playing, he and his teammates gathered in a circle to provide the traditional cheer for their vanquished opponents. With the typical enthusiasm of youth they shouted, "Two, four, six, eight, who do we appreciate?" An awkward moment of silence followed, then a small, frantic voice from within the huddle was heard to ask, "Who'd we play? Who'd we play?"

A CHANGE OF DIET

With the increased use of synthetic turf, the early bird may have to be satisfied with a plastic worm.

CLAIR WILLIAMS

NO RETURN

Rod and reel,
Hip-boots or hook, line and sinker—
Why do I always lend them to
A stinker?

DICK HAYMAN

CANINE CRUNCH

Puppy dog: Bone vivant
RAYMOND J. Cvikota

ABOUT-FACE

I used to feel unloved and bitter
Because I lacked a handsome profile;
I craved to be a Greek-god critter,
Top drawer in some nice girl's beau file.

Today my mug has ceased to grieve me,
For time has softened its disgrace;
I'd miss it now, if it should leave me—
I've grown accustomed to my face.

G. STERLING LEIBY

RANK EXPERIENCE

Stand downwind of an itinerant hippie
and you'll wish the generation gap was even wider.

WALT STRAITIFF

SILENT FLICK KICK

The good old silent movies!
I wish they were still about.
It was great to see women open their mouths
And not a word come out.

R. M. WALSH

"You'll be sorry, 'cause I'm gonna run away! . . . just as soon as there's a definite upward trend in the economy."

HERBERT A. COOPER
The Men of Space... An Artist's Tribute
Paul Van Hoeydonck, 1971

"The entering of man into space must be placed on a level above all prejudice of color of skin, nationality or political belief. There is no future for man without the acceptance of our entering the space age. Earth has become planet Earth, space is our final destination, answers will come from the stars. The new man is born.

The work, titled 'Memorial to Fallen Spacemen', is a salute to the men who have given their lives in the pursuit of space and the solving of its secrets. I made their faces anonymous as they stand for all of us.

I like to use flowers in my works. In this case, what could have been more appropriate than to express my grief and respect by using flowers. They are like symbols of our mysterious yearning to make nature participate in our emotions. By loving flowers, we become one with nature. This is why I opened the spacemen's chests to show roses growing inside their bodies.
Paul Van Hoeydonck.

Each in his own way.
The FTD Collection.
Contemporary art with a common thought. Flowers.
With every pair of Mr. Stanley's Hot Pants goes a free pack of short-short filter cigarettes.

Now everybody will be wearing hot pants and smoking short-short filter cigarettes...almost everybody.

Camel Filters.
They're not for everybody.
(But then, they don't try to be.)